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Radio Forum
By BOB BRADLEY
The Clemson College Student*
Forum of the Air was organized
last Friday night with Frank Seddon;, president; A. H. Crapse,
vice-president; John Alexander,
secretary-historian; Don Brown,
treasurer; Howell Arthur, Len
Reynolds and Doc Roberts, script
writers; and Royall Norton, personnel relations director as officers.
Purpose is Told
The purpose and aim of the
club "shall be to perpeterate the
desires of Thomas G. Clemson,
founder of Clemson A and M College, to give the farmers of South
Carolina the rights of scientific
and technological advances in ag-

riculture. This o r g an i z a t i o n
through training received at Clemson College and through the cooperation of the extension service
and experiment station, shall on
these programs further these purposes and aims. The name of
this organization is the Clemson
College Student Forum of the
Air."
The first of this new series of
programs will be broadcast on
October 25 over WCAC-FM at
12:15. Taking part on the first
program will be Dr. R. F. Poole,
president of Clemson College,
H. P. Cooper, dean of the School
of Agriculture and the Clemson
College Glee Club under the
direction of Hugh H. McGarity.

Here

In the not too distant future,
the programs will be carried
over 25 radio stations and •will
reach listeners in North and
South Carolina, Georgia and
parts of Tennessee.
These programs will be transcribed at 2:00 p. m. Monday and
used by all the radio stations who
have agreed to use them. It is
imperative that they be of general nature of interest over a
wide area. Since these programs
will be used over a wide area,
the comittee has asked that as
much time as is possible be devoted to the preparation of script.
After the October 25th program,
the next regularly scheduled air-,
ing will be on November 22 fol-

lowed by one on December 27.
Letters Received
D. W. Watkins, director of the
Clemson College Extension Service, has written the following
letter concerning the newly formed group:
"The prcposal to initiate a
Clemson College Student Forum
of the Air is a commendable undertaking. I am especially interested in the part that enrolled
students who are interested in
agricultural subjects will play in
this forum. Most of these students
will be former 4-H or FFA members when they were back home
and are members of the 4-H or
FFA Clubs here at the college.
They are interested in scientific

agriculture, and will present to
the public many interesting and
worthwhile viewpoints on agricultural subjects. It is a type
of extra-curricular activity which
should serve to keep students in
contact with practical agricultural
problems."
Dr. Poole heartily commended, the new series by sas'ing,
"Today industrialists, farmers,
ania others in South Carolina
are seeking new and scientific
facts. Also, there are latent
potentialities for new enterprises and for successful new
business outlets in the state.
"In the faculty and the library
at Clemson there is a great storehouse of facts that await sound

interpretation and timely 'presentation to the people of the state.
The Student Forum of the' Air,
with wise and intelligent • counselling by members of the faculty,
can render a worthy service to
South Carolina. I shall watch
"with interest the programs presented by this new group. By adhering to a scholarly and scientific presentation their efforts
should be richly rewarded."
Cooper Sends Comments "
Dean Cooper also comes in for
some valuable comments. "Radio
is now one of the important agencies in distributing new and useful information to all classes of
I people. Since many of us learn
1
most readily by seeing and. hear-

ing,' it is very appropriate that
the Clemson College Student
Forum of the Air have an opportunity to present the thinking
and the attitudes of college students on the many public problems. A college forum can become
very effective in serving as a
clearing house for information
useful to both the younger and
the older generation.
"The special interest of the
general public in the life,
thinking and attitudes of college students will be of very
great value in making a stu•dent forum of the air one of the
most effective agencies in passing on new scientific and general educational materials to

C.D.A. PRESENTS RAT HOP
AS FEATURE OF

people with varied public interests. An effective college
student forum of the air will
be a challenge to all students
and should receive the enthusiastic support of the entire
student body.
"The group initiating such a
program are to be congratulated
on their efforts to render such a
desirable service to the college,
the student body and to the general public."
Any student interested in getting parts on these coming programs will have a chance for auditions on Tuesday evening, October 5 at 7:30 in the studio library basement.
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Rise Stevens Opens Concert Series Next
Famed Met Singer
To Be Here On Next
oncer
Wednesday Evening
SINGS HERE WEDNESDAY

100 Single Admissions
ay Be Reserved Now

Lovely Metropolitan Star
Noted For Arias From
Opera "Carmen"
BE IN FIELD HOUSE
Rise Stevens, young star of the
Metropolitan Opera, films and
radio who will be heard here on
Wednesday night at 8:00 in the
Clemson FMield House is an unaffected, friendly American girl
despite the two small dots over
the "e" in her first name (pronounced Ree-suh). She was born
in New York City of Norwegian
and American parents, educated
at Newton High in Long Island,
and she's been singing ever sinca
she appeared as a ten year old
prima donna on a local radio program.
Rise owes her success partly
to her terrific capacity for hard
work and partly to her conviction " that opportunity knocks
more than once. Because she had
faith in her belief, Miss Stevens
turned down two of the most
coveted plums in the entertainment world—a contract with the
Metropolitan Opera and an offer
from Hollywood.
Starts Singing Early
Miss Stevens began her musical career at ten when she sang
on one of the early Milton Cross
radio programs.
At seventeen
she was leading lady with the
Opera Comique at the Heckscher
Theatre in New York where she
was heard by the famous discoverer of singers, Mme. Anna
Schoen-Rene who was so impressed that she offered to teach
the young singer; an offer -which
resulted shortly in a three year
scholarship at the Juilliard School
of Music.
Subsequently Rise was a
semi-finalist in the Metropolitan Auditions of the Air, but
never participated in the actual
finals because of her decision
to go abroad for further study.
During this same period, she
was offered a contract with the
Metropolitan Opera, which she
also declined, choosing instead
to continue her studies in Salzburg and Paris. With Mme.
Gutheil-Schoder in Salzburg,
she studied her most celebrated
roles—Carmen and Octavian in
"Der Roscnkavalier." The
young star could have had no
better mentor, for Mme. Gutheil-Scholcr was herself the
original Rosenkavalier and the
greatest Carmen of her time.
In 1937, Miss Stevens made her
operatic debut at the Prague
Opera House in the title role" o'
"Mignon." Following this, sh£
sang in opera in Vienna, Egypt'
and at the Teatro Colon in Buenos Aires South America. The
young American then returned tc
the United States and won the
unanimous praise of the most critical audience in the world—c
Metropolitan Opera audience—
when she made her American debut in the title role of "Mignon.'"
English audiences heard Rise
Stevens for the first time when
she sang before Queen Mary at
the music festival in Glyndebourne that same year.
Scores in "Carmen"
Through all this, Rise's great
satisfaction was not based on the
fact that she had "arrived", bu1
(Continued on Page 5)
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The ticket situation for the coming series of concerts was the
main topic of discussion at the meeting of the Clemson Concert Committee last week. The committee, composed of seven faculty members
and one student, decided that the veterans would have a chance to
buy single admission tickets for the coining concerts, provided their
names are placed on the waiting list seven days prior to the concert.
Single Admissions Open
A total of 1,086 season tickets
If students are sure that they
has already been sold for the five will be going to only one or two
concerts. Through last Thursday, of the concerts, they are urged
to place their name on the waittheer were 198 on the waiting ing list now.
list for season tickets. A motion
was made and passed that a total
of 1300 season tickets be sold and
hold 100 open as general admission at the price of 82.00 :ror each
concert. A deadline of last Tuesday was announced previously
Fifteen men are now trying
as the last possible date for getout for positions on the '49 Taps
ting a season ticket. The waitJunior Staff, but more help is
ing list will be taken care of
first. Miss Virginia Shanklin of needed in all phases of the work
the President's office has a list if the book is to come out in
in order of application received the early spring, according to
and this list will be followed in- Dan S. May, editor. Fifteen .
selling the season ducats.
more men could be used, he
The new plan of holding
says
open 100 general admission
Any student wishing to comwill give cadets and veterans
pete for a place on the junior
who wish to bring their wives
staff should come to the Taps
or dates to single concerts a
Members of the newly-formed Radio Forum of thi Air are shown above discussing plans for prooffice in the basement of 7th
chance to do so without paying
grams about Clemson to be presented during the earning year over stations in South Carolina and
Barracks any night Monday
out five dollars at the first of
surrounding states. From left to right are Don Brown, John Alexander, "Doc" Roberts, Frank Sedthrough Friday. The office
the year.
don, "Scoop" Reynolds, Royall E. Norton, A. H. Crapps, and Howell T. Arthur.
opens right after supper and
This will be the general plan
does not close until around 11:30
of sale: A total of 1,300 season
There are openings in the
tickets at the rate of $5.00 each
literary, advertising, art, and
will be sold. This will enable the
photography departments; typbuyer to see all five concerts with
one ticket. After that, a waiting ists and general handy men
list of each concert for general are also needed.
MAKING GLASS
Names of those who are now
admission tickets will be kept.
ELECTRICALLY
out
for
junior
staff
positions
Each concert will be divided into
are
W.
T.
Ashley,
W.
P.
Bailey,
Electrical science reports that
two groups. One will be for veterans, cadets and new faculty W. F. Thomas, W. D. Peake, A. age-old headaches in glass manumembers who wish to purchase W. Ringer, H. I. Register, and facture have been hurdled and
that highest-quality glass now
single tickets. The other will J. F. Hunt.
Plans have now been completed for the first Clemson dance of the
Also, H. E. Stevens, R. L. P«Ic- can be,, produced with electric
be for outsiders. The cadets, vetyear, the Rat Hop, which will be held this Friday and Saturday, OcLeod,
J.
R.
Rochester,
A.
K.
heat.
The
melting
process
is
deerans and new faculty members
will be given first choice on these Bowman, B. C. Darrer, B. C. scribed as similar to the simple tober 1 and 2 in the Field House. The dance on Friday night will be
Richardson, S. F. Sherard, workings of an electric range or semi-formal, run from 9 to 1, and will cost $2.50. There will be a
single admissions.
and F. R. Simons.
dance on Saturday afternoon from 3 to 5.
small heater.
General Plan Told
The last of the festivities of the
week-end will come immediately
This will be the general plan
after the Clemson-N. C. State
of working on the single admisMILITARY LEADERS OF CURRENT YEAR
football game on Saturday night.
sions. If there are 40 students
This dance will cost $1.00 and
and new faculty members sign
will be informal as will the Satup for one concert performance
urday afternoon dance.
and 80 outsiders sign up, this will
mean that all 40 students and
Clemson's own Junga.leers have
faculty will be able to purchase
been signed to play for the three
a ticket whereas only 60 of the
series of dances. This being the
first dance of the year, a CDA
80 outsiders who wish to get a
ticket may do so.
spokesman has stated that a large
Anyone who desires may j
turnout is expected and that the
place their name on the waiting j
more patrons who turn out for
list in the President's office now
this dance, the better chances are
for any of the concerts for
that more big name bands will
single admission tickets. Howecme to. Cle'njon this year.
ever, no names will be taken
For the past several years, the
after seven days prior to the
CDA has found difficulty in
concert. Tickets will be sold
operating due to the high cost
according to the time of apof bringing bands here, but with
plication.
no increase in prices, the spokesman continued. However, if a
large turnout is on hand for the
week-end of dancing, the dance
association will attempt to bring
several name bands here this
year, even with the decrease in
dances as planned.
Colonel William S. Morris,
Clemson's new commandant, was
sent to the post hospital at Ft.
TWO DIAMONDS AND ABOVE
Benning, Georgia, on September
—Cadet Colonel John Richbourg
(center) has as his aides for
21 by Dr. Lee Milford of Clemthe coming year, back row,
son for a ten-day general checkleft to right, David Banks, Bill
up and rest period.
Moore, Marion Wood, regimenDr. Milford stated that if Colotal adjutant, and David Parnel Morris' recovery is normal,
rish, regimental executive. The
he should be back on duty in a
latter four men carry the rank
few days.
of lieutenant colonel.

Taps Calls

Tiger Homecoming Dance Will Be Held .
During Week-End Of November 19 And 20
November 19 and 20 will be the Homecoming week-end for
Clemson. The two-day period will be dotted with dances, a banquet,
intermission parties and a football game between Clemson and Duquesne. The dance will be called Tiger Homecoming. The name
was adopted because The Tiger will celebrate with their banquet and
intermission party on Friday night at which time the new' staff for
the coming year will be named.
The old staff will continue
end are still in the infant stage.
to put out the paper for the
The Tiger will hold their banfollowing three issues, or until
quet in the college mess hall at
Christmas holidays and the
7:00 on Friday evening and at
new staff will be in charge of
the intermission of the dance,
the publication of the last three
The Tiger will hold an inter issues before the semester ends.
Details of the dance have not mision party during the dance
been announced. The Central intermission on Friday night in
Dance Association along with The Tiger office.
The speaker far the banquet
members of The Tiger will meet
in the near future to iron out any along with the prices for the
difficulties that might be on the dances and the orchestra to play
will be announced in later issues
agenda.
Plans for the complete week- of The Tiger.

Men Tapped
By Brotherhood
Tiger Brotherhood, local honorary leadership and service
fraternity, tapped 11 new student members and three honorary at a special meeting held
last night. The voting was held
in the Brotherhood room with
President Bud Railings presiding.
The new "Cubs" are "Doc"
Roberts, civil engineering sophomore, president of the sophomore class; Fred Shook, textile manufacturing senior, treasurer of Central Dance Association; Dan May, arts and science
junior, editor of The Taps; Bob
Wiggins, arts and science senior, president of Wesley Foundation; Lewis Smith, agronomy
ssnior, associate editor of The
Taps; John Richbourg, civil
engineering senior, cadet colonel; Phil Prince, arts and
science senior, vice-president of
senior class; George Fant, arts
and science senior, Phi Kappa

Phi; Howell Arthur, arts and
science junior, feature editor of
The Tiger; Bill Cobb, textiles
senior, president of Block "C";
and George Mandanis, electrical
engineering
senior, Y M C A
worker.
The three honorary members
taken into the organization
were Professor John H. Gates,
head of the Architectural Department, Colonel William S.
Morris, Clemson commandant,
and Professor E. E. Waite, sociology and psychology Instructor.
The "Cubs" will start a period of informal initiation on
Monday and will carry their
4"boxes" and wear the Brotherhood plaque. This will go on
until Friday and will again take
up on the following Monday
for two more days. Formal
initiation will begin in the
near luiure.

§ Week-End

Jgjngofeers To Play For 3 Dances
To Be Held Over Coming Weekend

Colonel Morris Is
Sent To Hospital

Thursday, September 30, 194%
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Council Wants Students' Opinions of Honor System
"Students Requested ■
To Fill Out Blank,
Return Immediately

tOYfty LADIES TO SPONSOR FOR DANCE

Clemson's first danc> of the season, Rat Hop, sche luled for this Friday and Saturday evenings, will
have'" these six lovely girls as sponsors. Top ro v, left to right, Miss Sue Cook of Converse and
SttaTtanburg for decorations chairman, George Adims, Jr.; Miss Joye Jenkins of Charleston for Hank
Chambers; and .Miss Sue Holden of Walhalla for Treasurer Fred Shook. Bottom row, Miss Lib
Ha^er.of Converse College for Roy Taylor, Jr., Mrs. Ray Davenport of Clemson for Vice-President
Ray Davenport; and Mrs. Mae Eubanks of Clemson for Lucius Eubanks. Music will be provided for
the two dance series by the Clemson Jungaleers.

Episcopate Have Radio Show
"Great Scenes From Great Plays", an entirely new departure in
religious radio .programs, sponsored by the Episcopal Church, will be
broadcast ~f8r* thV first time on Friday evening, October 7, from 8:00
to 8:30 over five hundred stations of the Mutual Broadcasting Company, including thirteen im South Carolina.
"Cyrano de Bergerac", Edmund*
Rostand's - drama•■ of self-denial,
Among the plays to be presentstarring the well-known actor
ed in the next few weeks will be
Walter Hampden, who created
the part of the poet and philoso- "The Corn is Green" with Jane
pher. Cyrano in more than 1,000 Cowl; "The Barretts of Wimpole
stage1 performances, will be the Street" with Basil Rathborne;
first ."Great Play" to be broad- "On "Borrowed. Time" with Boris
cast oil the coast-to-coast h'flekii'p.
Karloff; "Little Women" with
This unusual radio series is proJoan
Caulfield.
duced by the National Council
of the Episcopal Church with the- A radical departure from the
cooperation of the 800 members usual religious programs, "Great
of the Episcopal Actors' Guild. Scenes from-Great Plays" is aimat approximately
Mr. Hampden.w9l act as host'for. ed ! directly
the program every Friday night. 70,000,000 Americans who have
Holy\ Trinity...Chuxclu..irj_Xleaison no church affiliation as well as
and the. Canterbury ...Club .are .those other millions who have alhelping with the financial sup- lowed their church affiliations
to lapse. Without hymns, prayers,
port of the program.

if

C!en^6rf StiMehts Always Welcome
,

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson, S. C.

SCHEDULE OF PICTURES ON THE CLEMSON CAMPUS:
October 1—ADVENTURE ISLAND, Paul Kelly, Rhonda Fleming.
Occtober 1-2—LIFE WITH FATHER, William Powell, Irene Dunne
(admission 21c plus 4c tax).
October 2—TOWER OF LONDON. 1
Saturday A. M.—"THE TRAIL OF THE MOUNTIES," Jenifer Holt,
Russell Haden.
Other pictures coming include WALLS OF PERICHO, RACHEL AND
THE STRANGER, UNCONQUERED, THE VELVET TOUCH, THE
BEST YEARS OF jQVR LIVES* LADY IN ERMINE, A DATE WITH
JUDY, GOOD SAM, FORT APACHE, SORRY WRONG NUMBER,
MR. PEABODY AND THE MERMAID, ISN'T IT ROMANTIC.

n

Me^affte^iSoe^Niflti
YOUTH deserves attention. . Boys and Girts are
•ntitled lo know The Truth Before Their Bodies are
Wrecked dndTheir Lives Ruined! That's why this is-

A TREMENDOUSLY •
IMPORTANT EVENT!
• Clean!
o. Fearless!
• Human!
• Educational!

• Moral!
,• Shocking!
«Enlightening!
• Modern1
• VeryViteU

^

i
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I
1
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Hi-School Age and Older! Segregated Audiences Only!

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8
Men Only—2:30, 6:20, 9:00
Women Only—2:00 and 7:00
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9
Men Onlyr-2:0Q and 9:00
Ladies'^? :00

or reading of Scriptures, "Great
Scenes from Great Plays" will be*
heard on Friday evenings in frank
competition for listeners with
other broadcasts. The commercial announcement will differ
from competitors' only in that it
has nothing to sell . . . except that
it offers unchurched millions an
opportunity to become better acquainted with the ■ Episcopal
Church and its relation to the individual.
«

At one time or another all
Clemson students have been subiected to the temptation of cheating. Needless to say this has developed into a very serious problem. The Senior Council has
taken a great interest in alleviating this situation. It is our desire to create , enough publicity
among the various students so
that they, themselves, will become interested in stamping out
this menace to our student body.
We sincerely feel that this
cheating can be overcome. It
will be too hard to develop interest enough within the student
body unless the innate desire of
fairplay is prevalent within each
individual. It will be your job
to look at this situation from a
•purely unbiased standpoint and
analyze your own particular situation. Everybody must be willing to make any proposed honor
system work or else it will be
doomed from the very start.
We solicit every student • and
every faculty member's support
in any way you care to give it.
Any comment you make, either
constructive or destructive, will
be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
The Senior Council
Kindly fill out the enclosed
clipping and return it to 1-137 or
Box 701.
(Ed. Note. The above propesed plan is printed as a
public service and does not
necessarily carry the approval
of the staff of The Tiger.)

Parks Named To
Deputy Position
Major General Floyd L. Parks,
U. S. A., has been made Deputy
Commander, U. S. Army, Pacific,
and Commanding General, U. S.
Army, Hawaiian Area.
General Parks is a graduate of
Clemson of the class of 1918, and
he is a frequent visitor at Clemson Commencement exercises.
In a letter to Mr. J. H. Woodward, Secretary, Clemson Alumni
Corporation, General Parks congratulated the staff of the Clemson Alumni News for an excellent issue, and sent his regards to
all his friends at Clemson.

Drunkards And Loafers Fraternity Meet
or Firs! lime This Semester On Monday
By BILLY SNIPES
On Monday night the Doo Nuff
Phings, honorary fraternity for
drunkards, loafers, and crap
shooters, held its first meeting of
the current semester. The meeting was held in the regular place
on the garbage rack behind the
mess hall.
During the business session,
Knon Psents was eleeted secretary to fill the position left vacant by Phil Dout, who flunked
out last June. He is, to quote
David Seebles, "one of those
Several resalutions were 'passed which should benefit the
school greatly if carried out. Probably the most important was that
the hairless freshmen waiters be
replaced by attractive females
clad in shorts and sweaters. A
female, incidentally, is a creature
whose natural habitat is Winthrop and who is rarely seen
around these parts.
According to John Savapenny,
economics major, the amount of
food saved while the students
are staring instead of eating will
be tremendous. Sending back for
seconds would be a thing of the
past, since this would mean that
the waitresses would have to leave
the dining hall for a few minutes.
It was also resolved to place
a box of reinforced chalk in
Professor Thanley's classroom.
This would greatly reduce college operating expenses, as the
teoejr. and crew of men used to
remove the chalk fragments from
the previously mentioned classroom would no longer be needed.
To be submitted to the Board
of Trustees for approval is a resolution to the effect that any professor giving a quiz on Saturday

;
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(

) I believe an honor system will work at Clemson and I will do my
best to insure its success.

(

) I don't think an honor system will work, but I would cooperate with
any proposed system.
) I do not desire to lake any part in any proposed plan because

(

or Monday be subject to immediate dismissal.
The suggestion was made that
the pendulum of the tower clock
in the Main Building be padded
with sponge rubber, as severa?
students have been injured recently while attending classes or
the fourth floor.
Closing the business session
was the report of the treasurer
Much to the dismay and embarrassment of the members, he called for immediate payment oi
dues for this year.
Delicious punch, even though
unspiked due to the shortage oi
funds, was served along with poato pone. After the refreshments disappeared the members
did likewise, because that was the
only reason they were there in
the first place.
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Martin Goes To
Americas On Trip

Englis
Adds

eportrnenf
ew
rses

J. A. Martin, associate horticulturist of the South Carolina
By BILL COSTELLO
<
Experiment Station at Clemson.
left recently on a two-months
Clemson's long-awaited rejutrip to Central and South Ameri- venated English department has
ca. He will study and observe brought many interesting courses
within grasp of the interested students.
Sophomore literature has undergone a distinct and advantageous change. Starting this semester, English 203 is replacing
English 201, a survey of romantic
poets. The new literature course
begins with Beowulfe and goes to
tendencies of the romantic movement. This course concentrates
on early English literature—a period that was ignored under the
old system.
English 204, second semester
sophomore literature, begins next
semester with the romantic movement, covers the Victorian period, and goes up to modern literature. Under the old system,
this period was covered in the
two semesters of sophomore English. Many students acquired the
the commercial production of se- erroneous opinion that the romansame (also called "benne") and tic period, covered in the first
other oilseed crops in Venezula, semester, and the Victorian peColombia, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, riod, covered in the second semester, were the two most important
Honduras, El Salvador, Guatemala
periods of English literature.
and Mexico.
The new system gives a broader
For the last four years, Mr. scope of English literature and
Martin has been conducting ex- comes nearer to giving Clemson
tensive plant breeding research students a sounder foundation for
on sesame at Clemson in an ef- advanced literature.
fort to obtain a type of plant
The English department anwhich could be mechanically har- ticipates a renewed interest, on
vested. This research work, as the part of the students, in Engwell as Mr. Martin's trip, is be- lish electives. Under the new
ing, underwritten by the National system a student may become inCottonseed Products Association, terested in one or more of the
in the hope that another valuable masters, and he may want to go
cash crop can be made available further into that poet's works.
to Southern farmers.
The department has added two
new literature electives and has
scheduled two more for the next
semester.
Dr. M. A. Owings is the professor for a new two-semester
elective on romantic revival. The
first semester deals with the tendencies of romanticism, and such
Alpha Phi Omega, national
honorary scouting fraternity, this
week began distribution of the
first edition of its new "Clubbook."
The book, divided into eleven
sections, each listing all the organizations that fall into different categories, gives pertinent
information on all campus clubs
and organizations.
All students and faculty members are to receive a copy of this
new publication which Alpha Phi
Omega plans to publish once a
year from now oni Among other things, the book
gives the following data about
various campus groups:
Purpose, date of organization
in the campus, its affiliation
(whether national or local), average membership, method of nomination for membership, votes
necessary to elect new members,
required class standing for entrance, prerequisite
activities,
nature of initiation, pledging
date, club dues, frequency of
meetings, and faculty adviser.
This year's editor is F. B. Hutto, Jr., chemistry graduate in '48;
the associate editor is George C.
Fant, arts and sciences senior
from Anderson.

Wagner And Vuksta
Elected Chairmen
Of Keystone Club
Norman Wagner, mechanical
engineering sophomore of Newark, N. J., and Charles Vuksta,
electrical engineering freshman
from Hellertown, Penna., were
elected chairmen of the Keystone
Club. The club was disbanded
during the war years, and an attempt is being made to secure the
old charter.
Professor Tuttle of the economics department, was unanimously
chosen faculty advisor for the
club.
Plans were made to hold the
next meeting on Tuesday, October 5. At the next meeting, officers will be elected for the
coming year.
The purpose of the Keystone
Club will be-to foster better .relations between the students from
the North and those from the
South. The club will also prove
beneficial to new students who
wish to get acquainted with the
Clemson campus.

NEW GABARDINE SLACKS AT

HOKE SLOAN'S
McGregor and Arrow Shirts — New Fall Styles

WIG1NGTON AUTO PARTS CO.
SENECA

Phone 186
—

SPORTING GOODS

—

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

YMC A Theatre

Anderson, S. C.

October IS Final
Date For Beauties

October 15 is the final date on
which entries may be submitted
for this year's Taps Beauty Contest. To be considered, pictures
of entrants must be turned in at
the Taps office, located in the
basement of 7th Barracks, before
that time. This office is usually
open after supper each night.
The twenty top beauties will
be chosen by vote of the student
body. All pictures entered will
be put on display in the Juice
Shop on Monday, October 18, and
balloting will take place there.
It is preferred, say Taps officials, that pictures be approximately 5" by 7", and in black
and white. No color shots will be
accepted for the display. Portraits
are preferable. Full-length leg
art poses have been ruled out on
the grounds that the girl's in such
pictures would have an unfair
advantage over the other contestants.
One or more judges, who will
be selected later this fall, will
look over the twenty winning
pictures and select the ten they
consider most beautiful. These
ten top winners will be featured
\J.. D. Gault, arts and sciences in the beauty section of the '49
senior, was elected president of Taps.
the Amateur Radio Club at a
meeting last Monday night, Sep- ganization plans to continue to optember 27. W. F. Thomas, tex- erate in the interests of amateur
tile manufacturing sophomore, radio.
was elected vice-president, and
All amateurs interested in the,
J. M. Johnson, electrical engineer- club are urged to contact J. M.
ing senior, was elected secretary- Johnson in room 10-37.
treasurer.
Retiring officers are C. E. Stone,
The
club
operates
station Jr., and M. H. Dorsey. J. M.
W4EPT in its clubroom. The or- Johnson was reelected.

Radio Club Votes
In New Officers

Let Us Check Your Car
For Fall and Winter Driving
—SCIENTIFIC WHEEL ALLIGNMENT
—SCIENTIFIC WHEEL ALGNMENT
—RADIATOR CLEANING
—MOTOR RECONDITIONING
—BRAKE SERVICE

-ANTI-FREEZE

£^£

HOUSEWARE

NURSES IN ATTENDANCE AT ALL PERFORMANCES

poets as Wordsworth, Scott, and
Coleridge are studied.
In the
second semester, Byron, Shelley,
and Keats are accentuated.
Professor F. H. Macintosh
teaches a new elective on eighteenth century literature. This
elective starts with the year 1660
and goes to 1800. This course offers the only chance for students
to gain experience with men like
Locke, Manderville, Shaftesbury,
Pope, Swift, Jtenson, and Gold
smith. This period of literature
furnished the intellectual background for men like Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin.
Professor D. I. Purser is offering a new English elective catalogued as English 305, Modern Exposition. This expository writing
course can be of value to any
student majoring in any field. He
learns to express himself better
in his chosen field. Assignments
in this writing course embrace the
professional interest of all students enrolled in the class.
The lowly "rat" has not been
overlooked in the shake-up. Second semester freshman English
now concentrates on comprehensive reading
and vocabulary
study.
Clemson has been slow to install this new English system, but
now that it is here, we hope it
will succeed. This new system
has been made possible by the
addition of new faculty members
in the English department.

The Clemson Little Theatre will
begin its fall season with two contrasting one-act plays: Where the
Cross Is Made, a drama of the
sea by Eugene O'Neil; and Sparkin', a comedy of backwoods life
by E. P. Conkle.
Sparkin' was produced during
the summer of ,1946 with immense success, as it contains a
laugh a line of down-to-earth humor. Where the Cross Is Made is
the second of a series of six sea
plays written by Eugene O'Neil
at Provincetown, Mass., early in
his career.
Members of the' cast of Where
the Cross Is Made are Ed Watt,
Crayton Crawford, Albert (Chuck)
Chalker, Anne Hubbard, and several other persons to be selected.
The cast of Sparkin' will include
Leo Kirven, Gaynelle Williams,
Beverly Ware, and Mrs. High
land.
Rehearsals got underway last
Tuesday night, September 28, under the direction of Mr. J. P.
Winter. The plays will be given
together on the evenings, of October 28 and 29.

—WINDSHIELD WIPER SERVICE

WALHALLA

Phone 383—777

By Dave Spiner

f

Alpha Phi Omega
Physics Club Has Beginning Club
Initial Meeting
Book Distribution

The William E. Godfrey Physics
Club met in the Physics Building on September 21 for its first
meeting of the year.
At this meeting, which was
mainly organizational, the project
for this year was discussed. Dr.
Huff, head of the physics department, has given the club the old
tower room in the Physich Building for a club room. According
to George Norris, president of the
club, this room will be refurnished and decorated in order that
it may be used as a club. room.
Several new members were also welcomed at the meeting.

Little "theater To
Give 2 One-Act
Plays In October

BODIFORD'S CLEANERS
Clemson, S. C.

Night 683-J—8275

Day Phone 718

11

Lee Palmer & Sons
Complete Auto Service — 24 Hour Wrecker Service
SENECA, S. C.
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'Howdy Campaign' To Start Next Week
Junior (lass Will
Sponsor Campaign
"Howdy, Neighbor!"
"Every Man A Politician" is
one slogan which has been suggested for the campus "howdy"
campaign to be launched Monday
by members of the Class of '50.
The drive will last through the
following Saturday, and everyone
on the campus wi". be urged to
cpeak to everyone else during
that week.
For years sociability has been
one of the foundations of Clemson tradition. Townspeople and
students alike have been accustomed to speaking to each other
in passing, and a general fraternal
feeling has prevailed.
Each incoming freshman class
has been audience to a speech by
Dr. R. F. Poole in behalf of universal manhood geniality.
Dr.
Poole has continually ofelled attention to the equality which
exists between freshmen and upperelassmen, comparing Clemson
with military institutions which
regard upperclassmen-underclassmen fraternization as undue assumption of amity.
Clemson is no large town. Intramural fellowship can be fostered in it. Cooperation among
the students and between students
and townspeople can result in
ever-increasing efficiency. . Friction can be overcome and misunderstandings smoothed over
through friendliness. Small enmities can be ironed out. Friends
aren't ruthless competitors.

New Cut System
At Emory School
Emory, Ga.—(I.P.)—With the
old method of keeping daily records on absences in. the dean's office abandoned, a new cut system has gone into effect at Emory University.
Upper Division students will no
longer be worried with explaining each absence to the dean's ofifice, according to an announcement from the office of Dean J.
G. Stipe.
The new setup will mean that
individual faculty members will
institute and enforce regulations
for the Upper Division students
in their own classes. When a faculty member decides that a student's absences have become excessive, he will report that student to the dean for disciplinary
action.
"Such a report," the
dean's announcement said, "will
normally follow a warning from
the instructor and will be necessary only when warnings have
been ignored."
In regard to the definition of
"excessive absences" Stripe said
that, in general, absences should
be considered excessive when
they become so numerous or so
frequent as to jeopardize the
student's chances of doing satisfactory work.
"In any case," said the dean,
"the five consecutive absences
will automatically be reported to
the dean's office for investigation.
"In making this change," Dean
Stripe declared, "the administration is expressing confidence in
the adulthood and seriousness of
purpose of the Upper Division
students. At the same time, it is
recognizing the fact that some
courses call for more stringent
absence regulations than others
and that the decision should rest
between the teacher and the student." '

The public information office
of headquarters, PHILCOM in
Manila, announced the recent appointment of Lieutenant Colonel
Sidney C. Rice, formerly of 356
Park Avenue, Prescott, Ariz., as
executive officer of the Fort McKinley Area Command.
In addition to his new assignment, Col. Rice is,-also executive
Officer of the 57th Infantry Regiment (Philippine Scouts).
An alumnus of Clemson College, Col. Rice entered active service in May 1941 and graduated
from the Infantry School at Fort
Benning, Georgia. In December
1943 he was assigned in the European theatre, where he served
with the 9th Army in the French
and Belgian campaigns. He left
for duty in the Philippines last
July.
Rice, who is a former assistant
general superintendent and electrical engineer with the Arizona
Power Corporation at Prescott,
lives with his wife Charlotte and
ten-year-old daughter Sarah at
265 Bellenfontaine Street, Pasadena, Cal.

NOTHING BUT THE BEST—Everybody decked oit in their ''Sunday-go-to-meeting." clothes last
week for the President's reception honoring new m ;mbers of the faculty. Old members of the college faculty can be seen giving a hearty handshakj to the "new ones" and welcoming them into our
midst.

Air Reserve Officers May Volunteer For
3
As Baptist Deacons ervice Now; College Grads Are Wanted
W. C. Bowen, J. W. Brown,
D. G. Hughes, and W. A. Newton
were formally ordained as deacons of the Clemson College Baptist Church at the evening service on September 26. The worship hour was led by the pastor,
the Reverend Harold Cole, who
responsibilities required of a deacon.
Bowen, a native of Pickens.
was graduated from Clemson
with a B. S. in agronomy in 1932
and received the M. S. degree
from Colorado State in 1940. He
came to the college in 1937, and
has taught in the School of Vocational Education since that time ,
with the exception of several
years of Army service during the
Second World War. At present,
Bowen is associate professor of
vocational education, and he holds
the position of associate superintendent of the Sunday School of
the church.,
Brown was graduated from N.
C. State in 1931, and has done
graduate study at Duke and at
the University of North Carolina.
At present he is an instructor in»
mathematics.
Hughes, industrial education
'39, is a native of Union, but he
returned to Clemson in 1946 to
teach in the School of Engineering as instructor in drawing. He
was discharged from the Army as
a lieutenant-colonel after serving
as commandant at Wofford College and in the European theater
of operations during the war.
Hughes has taught the 18-19 year
old class since the fall of 1947.
Newton, superintendent of Excelsior Mills, is originally from
Jackson, Georgia, but in his seventeen years with the U. S. Rubber
Company he has lived in Winnsboro and Hogansville, Georgia.
A graduate of Georgia Tech iri
1924, Newton has been at Clemson for three years.

Make Our Headquarters Your Store
For All Jewelry Needs . . .

%

McLEES BROS.
JEWELERS

SENECA

SOUTH CAROLINA

STONE BROTHERS
Civilian and Military Clothes

Complete Outfitters to Men, Young
Men, Students
108 N. MAIN STREET

Rice Appointed
To Recent Posts

WHERE THE ELITE MEET AND SHAKE

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Ten thousand specially-qualified Air Reserve and Air National Guard officers who volunteer for three-year tours of active
luty will be recalled by the
United States Air Force during
he next 10 months.
Vacancies exist in a wide range
of professional, technical, and administrative fields for officers
under 45 in all grades up through
: lieutenant colonel, and in a
imited number of technical posiions for colonel. Most needed
are college graduate
second
ieutenants.
The majority of the positions
will be filled by non-flying officers, since there are only
limited requirements for flying
officers, and these are principally for navigators with radar
experience. Sufficient applications already have been received from flying, officers to
fill the immediate requirements
of the Air Force; in fact, there
are not enough flying assignments now for all the qualified
rated officers who are seeking
active duty.
Air Reserve and Air National
Guard officers who are recalled
may apply for consideration for
commission as Regular officers in
the USAF if they meet age and
physical requirements.
Officers will be recalled in
the highest grades they held
prior to separation processing,
and will not receive their "terminal leave promotion" grades.
The Air Force is not recalling
officers to active duty unless
they volunteer for such service.
Air Reserve and Air National
Guard officers with military or
civilian experience in the following fields will be considered for
voluntary recall:
Communications — electronics
and radar; supply—procurement,
production * and renegotiation;
management - finance, accounting,
budgeting, and statistics; inspecion—technical and administjxaive; air installation—civil engileering; intelligence (especially
nhoto-interpreters); radar navi'ation; aeronautical engineering;
hemist'ry; public information;
veather; law, photography," and
personnel.
Application Form 125, which
can be obtained at local Air Reserve units, all Air Force Bases,
recruiting stations, or by writing
USAF Headquarters in Washington, Attention "Recall," should be
used by officers applying for
active duty.

Nearly 100 Per Cent
Seniors Be In Taps
Approximately 2,000 students
had their Taps class picture made,
giving this year's book a larger
class section than any Taps has
had in the last few years.
Between 99 and 100 per cent
of the seniors were photographed,
which gives the class the largest
total .number and the largest
percentage. For the senior section 748 pictures were snapped.
The juniors had 460, the sophomores 462, and the freshmen 293.
Senior information blanks must
he turned in immediately at the
Taps office in the basement of
7th Barracks, as work is now
being done on the senior section,
says Dan May, editor.
All class sections are scheduled
to go to the printers on November
15. Proofs of the pictures should
be here in about two weeks, according to Taps' feature editor,
Jeff McMahan. Notice will be
given to all concerned when they
do arrive.

Lunsford Heads
Pershing Rifles
P. R. Lunsford has taken over
command of Company C-4 Pershing Rifles after the resignation
of Dan May,
i
Other members of Captain
Lunsford's staff are Walter O.
Herron, executive officer; C. B.
Sperry, S-l officer; Robert L.
McLeod, S-2 officer; Forest D.
Suggs, S-3 officer; Henning F. Addickes, S-4 officer; John I. Howell,
publicity officer; Albert H. Peters,
1st sergeant; and Perry R. Rice,
master sergeant, sergeant major.
The members of the fourth regimental staff, which has its headquarters at Clemson, are John
Richbourg, commanding; James
Hickerson, executive officer; John
Eargle, adjutant; Marion Wood,
S-2,officer; Wayne Ballentine, S-3
officer; William C. Darby, S-4
officer.
The Pershing Rifle "bullets"
will complete their informal initiation at the end of this week, and
the formal initiation will'follow
soon.. ,..No definite date has been
set as yet.

Among the most recent additions to electronic magic is the
"■pinpoint tube," which is expected to contribute substantially to
communication generally, radio,
television and hearing-aid reception specifically.
Consisting chiefly of germanium
and two ultra-fine tungsten wires,
this tiniest of electronic valves is
NO GROPING FOR LIGHT
capabile of amplifying a power
There need be no further hunts input up to 100 times. It still is
in the dark for that flashlight. very much in its infancy, howOne with a case that glows in the ever, with the problems of largescale manufacture as yet unsolved.
dark has been devised.

SHALL WE KNOCK THIS ONE OUT?

Colleges Should
Take Note Of FM

Washington, D. C— (I.P) —
Hundreds of additional ,;FM radio
broadcasting stations should . be
established by educators within
the next few years to„rnake full
use of the 20 channels reserved
tor educational broadcasting, declared Wayne Coy, Chairman of
the Federal Communications Commission. Mr. :Coy. points outf'fhat
the reserved channels, if left unused, . might have to be assigned
to commercial broadcasters.
Writing in "FM for Education*"
Mr'. Coy suggests a look at the
spirited con Petition which hds
aiiscn for assignments in the 80
channels allocated for commercial broadcasting. In a foreward
to the Office of Education publi^"tion. John W. Studebaker, U.
S. Commissioner of Education,
declares that the availability of
transmitter equipment and FM
I receiving sets, is.no longer a bottleneck.
"Dozens of colleges, universities,
and school systems situated in
various parts of the United States
have made applications for FM
frequencies." He pointed out
that approximately 100 school
i systems and colleges were on their
way to FM station ownership and
NO SMOOCHING ALLOWED!—Staff Photographer Bob Gettys
operation.
Stopped Watts of Presbyterian (left) and Bunny Brodie of Clem■ The publication invites the atson (right) dead in their tracks last Saturday ^night in the antention of teachers of electronics,
nual curtain raising ClemsonPC football opener. Brodie did some
educational FM station planners,
good stopping himself as the snap shows.
The Tigers turned
and of State and local school adback the Blue Rose to the tune of 52 to 0.
ministrators to the facts that FM
radio equipment is comparatively
inexpensive to install, and maintain and that FM' offers superior
reception and transmission for
educational programs.
It furnishes suggestions for
The Clemson branch of the a very brief preview of the year's planning, licensing and utilizing
American Association of Univer- work will be presented.
M educational radio stations own- m
sity Women was represented at
The officers of the Clemson ed by schools, colleges, and unithe fall meeting of state and branch are Mrs. Dan P. Thomson, versities.
branch officers and committee
chairmen in Columbia on Sep- president; Mrs. J. M. Cook, vice
tember 25. Branch chairmen at- president; Mrs. R. W. Rutledge, 1,397 PARTS REFRIGERATOR
An electric refrigerator has 1,tending were Mrs. T. B. Alexan- secretary; and Mrs. H. H. Wil397 separate parts.
der, status of women committee; lis, treasurer.
Mrs. T.. A. Hendricks, fellowship
committee; Mrs. J. T. Bregger,
legislative committee and state
treasurer; and Mrs. C. L. Epting,
. . . offer the dance stop at the
membership committee.
In line with the national policy
of the organization, the Clemson
branch plans this year to lay particular emphasis on the phases oi
AAUW work that will be of value
and interest to the community as
a while.- With this program in
For Delicious
mind the branch urges that all
aligible women of the community
SANDWICHES—SHORT ORDERS—COLD DRINKS
contact a member of the local
membership committee, if possible, before the first meeting f)ctober 14. The Clemson members
of this committee are Mrs. C. L.
Epting, Mrs. H. H. Foster, Miss
Virginia Shanklin, and Mrs. C. W.
Bolen. The circulation desk at
the Clemson Library has a copy
"YOUR FRIENDLY STORE"
PHONE 791
of the official list of AAUW approved institutions and degrees.
■ WE ARE THE DISCOUNT STORE FOR ALL
The first meeting for the current year will be at 4:00 P. M. at
CLEMSON STUDENTS AND PERSONNEL
the YMCA, Thursday, October 14.
All women eligible for national
GOODYEAR TIRES
BATTERIES
and associate membership are invited and "urged to attend.
The
CAR AND HOME APPLIANCES
state president of AAUW, Miss
Ruth Roettinger of Winfhrop College, Rock Hill, wil} speak, and

Clemson Branch Of AAUW Represented At
25

TALK O TOWN

C & W Home and Auto Supply

and she's woHrh listening to in-

A Decca Release

>2tmol
is a great
cigarette—
cool, mild and
U\ flavored"

Baptists Lead In
Denominations
Of the more than 3,250 students enrolled at Clemson College this semester, forty-two per
cent are either members of or express a preference for the Baptist denomination, according to
information released by the Registrar's Office.
The denominations with preferences among the Clemson students are as follows: A. R. Presbyterian, 44; Baptist, 1,375; Roman Catholic, 99; Episcopal, 160;
Jewish,24; Lutheran, 116; Methodist, 898 Presbyterian, 467; other
denominations, 45; no denomination specified, 51.

Pinpoint Electron*
Tube Is TV Aid

Pag<$ 3

the choice of
experience
St. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
.JVlnston-Salem, North Carolina

§WEET swinging*Mcmicfc~tewls"ismore tfiarj
ever a "rave-'f ave" with her latest ballad. ■
Monica herself says that "A Tree in the Meadow?'
a top-ten ballad, is her favorite new recording
And her favorite cigarette is Camel. As
Monica puts it, "After trying and comparing
many different brands, I find Camels suit me best.**
Icy Camels on your "T-Zone"-"T" for
taste, "T" for throat See for yourself
why, with millions who have tried
and compared, Camels are the
"choice of experience."
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Talk of the Town
By CHARLIE STILL
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Everybody's Happy, But What
About Later?

\NJH-ttsJ

— WlHEM J^Ey Win
'RE y£>\Ji2.*=>

After the crushing 53 to 0 win the Tigers threw on Presbyterian last Saturday night, the student spirit seemed to be
rather high. This was the same story as last year, but will
the same thing around mid-season take place again this year?
It appears that here at Clemson, as long as there is a
winning ball club on the field, nothing but praise comes
from the followers. Let them lose one game and the armchair quarterbacks come into view and they have every angle
figured out.
The Tigers have a rocky road to travel starting this Saturday with N. C. State. This will be followed by Missssippi
(Shorty McWillias, Harper Davis aad Company), South
Carolina (you know about them) and Boston College (they
have about the same thing as last year). There isn't what
you might call a good breather on the entire schedule.
Let us remind the students of a statement made by
Coach Frank Howard last year, "When the team wins, they
are yours. When they lose, they are mine". Hold down on
your armchair quarterbacking.

Season Tickets To Help Students
Some complaint has come from* students over the season date tickets for the athletic events at Clemson for the
coming year. Probably the largest amount of gripe is due
to the fact that students will not be receiving their government checks on time.
However, after talking to Coach Frank Howard on the
situation, we are convinced that his plan is best. First of
all, the season ticket that the student buys for his wife or
date is good not only for the varsity football games, but also
for any other athletic event that might come about during
ihe coming year. This includes freshmen football games,
basketball game* and baseball games. (We understand
that admissions will be charged for the coming baseball
season), 'he iour football games will cost $11.00 alone

if bought separately.
Some students say that they cannot afford five dollars
at the pre#bht time. It cost two dollars to get into the
Presbyterian--game last Saturday and will cost three at the
X. C. State (his Saturday. If separate tickets are bought,
there is your five dollars gone already and only two athletic events have been seen with between 25 and 30 left to
be played. Surely;if a student can gather up three dollars
i'or a ticket for one game, he can get two more together for
a seagpn ticket.

Regulation Now Changed
An editorial appeared in The Tiger last week concerning Paragraph 177 of the Cadet Regulations which stated
that only seniors could use the library after call to quarters.
A paragraph was inserted at the last moment stating that
Dr. Poole had already taken action rescinding this paragraph. This will enable all cadet classes to use the library
until closing time each night.
It appears that this is the only way the regulation could
read, because that is the main purpose of the library here—
to enable students to go there in order to get some quiet
while studyng and also looking up references. At night is
the only time some students are able to do this. We heartily
-•pprove Dr. Poole's action.

Fewer Dances, But Bigger Ones
The Central Dance Association has taken steps to not
only give Clemson better dances, but also come out in the
clear on some of the smaller dances and bring name bands
here for the larger dances.
As the situation now stands, only six dances will be held
for the coming year, two before Christmas and four afterwards. Rat Hop this week-end will be the first, and the
Homecoming dance will be during the week-end of November 10 and 20, the week-end that Clemson plays Duquesnc
in football. .Mid-Winters will come sometime in February.
The dales of the other dances have not been disclosed.
With fewer dances coming up, students will probably
have a chance to go to the majority of them. A spokesman
for the CDA has stated that there has been little or no increase in prices on tickets as before the war. but that the
cost of bringing a name bank to the campus has increased,
throwing a larger financial burden on the dance association's shoulders.
It appears that if the entire student body will support
the dances he]d here at Clemson, all dances, including the big
ones, will return to the campus in the not too distant future.

Co Acrt
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Problems And Privileges
Library facilities are once again available
to underclassmen after call to quarters, and
from all sections of the cadet corps come expressions of grateful relief. These privileges, which suffered some abuse last
year, were restricted to members of the senior class by the 1948 "Cadet Regulations",
recently published to replace the 1911 edition. However, college authorities recognized the need for extra hours in the case
of students engaged with special themes,
term papers, theses, and various types of
work requiring considerable^ amounts of
reference material.
In addition, with rooming conditions
quite crowded in the cadet barracks, most
underclassmen found it very difficult to accomplish much in the way of studies after
"long roll". As a rule, roommates find it
virtually impossible to agree on a specified
hour for study purposes and nothing else.
This is especially true in the case of fourman rooms, which are rather common due
to the continued high enrollment. Evidence
of these and other undesirable conditions
prevailed on the administration once again
to allow all students the use of the library
until closing time.
Since this action was made'in our behalf,
we, the students, must accept the responsibility for making sure that the restored prvileges will not be abused.
Then naturally, the question is raised,
"Why aren't juniors permitted to visit after
call to quarters any more"? Under the old
regulations, members of the junior class
could visit each other for study purposes,
but at present only seniors are allowed this
privilege. Numerous complaints have come
from the third-year men, who insist that
they be given the old permission of last
year.

By HARRIS

'Esop's Fables ('E sops beer and I sop
beer while we both swap sea stories.)
No. 1: The Case of the State vs. Etaoin
Shrdlu.
Shouting his every utterance with a sort
of John Barrymore grimace, the stalwart
state's attorney motions the prisoner toward the witness stand.
"Take the stand," Mr. Shrdlu."
With considerable help from the baliff,
Shrdlu struggles into the designated chair
and gazes around the crowded courtroom
with a look of extreme bewilderment.
"Do you, Etaoin Shrdlu, swear to tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the'
truth, so help you?"
"Somebody better help me. I never did
it before by myself." With these words the
man on trial bares his character to the court.
"Now, Mr. Shrdlu, were you intimate with
the dead woman?"
"Naw, I ain't never been lucky enough to
serve time with females. It's always been
wit' men."
■ "I didn't say '10111316,' Mr. Shrdlu. I said
'intimate.' "
"Could youse repeat the question?"
The harassed attorney throws up his arms
in a show of resignation and turns to
speak to the accused as if the latter were a
small child whose chin is smeared with
blackberry jam.
"Mr. Shrdlu, were you acquainteel with
the deceased? Have the two of you ever
been out together?"
<A
"th, her and me wuz on speakin' terms,
if that will do any good. She named one
of her kids after me."
"Well, then, it could be said that you
were intimate. Now, will you please tell
me court where you were and what you did
on the night of January 1, 1946?" .
"1916?"
"Yes, approximately two years ago."
"Lemme see, now. That wuz just after
I wuz discharged."
"Mr. Shrdlu, are you try to tell the court
that you were in service?"
K
Uh, I guess you c'd call it that."
"Did you sec action ?"
"Yes, I saw plenty o' action. They put
me on the rock pile."
"Rock pile, Sir? What branch was that?"
"Sing Sing branch, I reckon, though I
ain't never heard it called a branch before."
"Oh, I see. Now, if you will permit me
to .return to the "original question, Mr.
Shrdlu, where were you and what were you
doing on the night of January 1, 1916?"
"Can'tcha gimme a hint?"
With glaring agitation the perspiring barrster wipes his brow, says, "Oh, I give up,"
and springs at the stand shouting, "Shrdlu,

is the problem confronting the "rats" themselves. They can't attend the Friday night
dance.
True, quite a few freshmen do turn out
for the only big dance given in their honor;
but the "rat" who does is one of a few lucky
enough to have Friday afternoon off so that
he can clean both his and his upperclassman's room before time for the dance. If
the unfortunate freshman with a Friday afternoon class takes off anyway, he finds
himself in a situation somewhat antagonistic to his peace of mind when the clock
strikes eight on Saturday morning.
What can be done about the situation?
Ohe solution is that of substituting a strict
"checkup" by the officer of the day in place
of the regular inspection by the military
staff and the cadet officers. This action
would make possible not only a really enjoyable "Rat Hop" for the new boys, but in addition should boost the morale of the whole
cadet corps considerably
Strictly Formal, Please!
In planning for the 1948-49 series of
dances, the officers of the CDA are asking
that, beginning with the Homecoming
Dance, all students coming to the Friday
night affair conform to the formal dress tradition. For cadets this means uniforms and
for veterans, either 't'ux" or "tails". This
request has been especially emphasized in
order that the dances during this year may
reach the top-flight level of pre-war days.
Spirit Or "Spirits"?
The "spirit" was not lacking at the Presbyterian game, but neither were the "spirits". Action has already been taken by the
senior council on specific cases, but the
worst effect will be the shadow cast on
Clentson's name by the conduct exhibited by
a few unthinking students before several
thousands of visitors.
If we would retain the second half of the
title, "Country Gentlemen", then we must
live up to the standards of conduct set by
such a title. Let us remember that the
real "Clemson Spirit" is not to be found in
the contents of a "fifth", but in the knowledge that it's an honor to be a "Clemson
Man".

To Go Or Not To Go
With October and "Rat Hop" just around
AND BENUTI
the corner, (he Central Dance Association is
working overtime to get the first dance of
the year of to a big success. Numerous
did you or did you not kill this woman?" •
drawbacks
and problems face the boys of
In the awful silence which follows, the
the
CDA,
but
perhaps the most grievous one
man in the spotlight says simply, "Yeah."
"Your Honor, I object!"
The defense counsel rises, and, with arms
flailing, emphasizes his indignation at the
state's attorney's resorting to such unethical
trickery.
The sombre judge is awakened by the
outburst, and, as he rubs his eyes, says, "I
pass—uh—no! On what grounds do you
object, Sir?"
"That reminds me of, a joke," says the
baliff. "Do you believe a bride's muddy
that the Taps has a sharp cover. tak.e an active part in a camcoffee is grounds for divorce?"
So nobody knows about it, Dan. paign to develop a more friendly
The defense attorney regards him with a Just come around and ask.
atmosphere on the campus. He
wry look and says, "I object on the grounds
(Oscar) doesn't know whether to
-OSCAR SAYSthat Dave Perrel goes to Pen- blame the Yankees, asceticism
that this question is one of intimidation."
dleton mighty often. He (Oscar) classes; but people just don't
"Objection sustained. Go on, please."
says it must be very interesting. speak these days.
OSCAR SAYS
"The prosecution rests, Your Honor."
-OSCAR SAYSthat Gil Allen, Head Hunter
that he (Oscar) speaks; but has
With a resigned look the state's attorney and Chuck Chalker were among
been accused of being, shall we
turns to the counsel for the defense and the many who all but floated off say, "Haughty," unjustly so?
Saturday afternoon. He (Oscar)
says, "Your witness, Sir."
OSCAR SAYSis ashamed of you and gave you
that he (Oscar) wants Jack
Assuming an attitude of deep thought, all credit for knowing better than
Zeiglar to decide where he is
the lawyer of the accused man makes two raising all that cain.
from, Orangeburg or Houston;
-OSCAR SAYSor three passes across the front of the witdoes he go to Texas, S. M. U., or
that he (Oscar), wishes those
ntss stand with his chin cupped in his hand. boys who wish to keep Chuck Clemson. He (Oscar) welcomes
Then he begins very quietly, "Shrdlu, do from interfering would take it him back to a campus reeking in
victory, since his team lost the
out on his nose. He uses his Texas-N. C. game he cut classes
you like girls?"
"I likes me mudder, but she ain't no girl." mouth to lead cheers with. That to see.
he (Oscar) suggest that Chuck's
OSCAR SAYS
The cunning lawyer glances significantly nose was in their business, not
that Leo Kirven likes to crit4
at the jury. "Oh, a mother-fixation. Now, his mouth.
icize and rip the campus publica-OSCAR SAYS
will you please tell the court why you can't
that he (Oscar), v/ants Chuck tions opart, but Leo, himself, is
sleep at night?"
and others to know that Jester beyond criticism. He (Oscar)
and
Baily didn't want to sleep on pauses for a laugh.
"Well, when I first get into bed, the bats
OSCAR SAYS
Bowman Field, besides they had
that "Scoop" Reynolds is really
and the little grasshoppers is yelling so loud no blankets. Their lock was
I can't get to sleep. Then, by the time they hopelessly broken, door sprung going for those high-school girls
in Anderson.
also.
quit the bed is so wet where . . ."
OSCAR SAY?
'■—
-OSCAR SAYSthat "Bugs Bunny" (J. O.)
"That's enough, Mr. Shrdlu." He turns
that "Rosco" Sweeny makes
Lewis seems to have lost out
to the jury, stomps his foot to wake them much noise.
with Col. Byrd. Oh, that's right,
-OSCAR SAYSup, and begins his plea. "Ladies and genthat J. P. Carwile can tell the "Bugs" your preference isn't
tlemen—ahem—of the jury, here you see on rest of his girl friends that they brunetts anyway.
OSCAR SAYS
trial a man who by his own admission is are the only one now since his
that the Senior Council poured
old "One and Only" is now endemented. He confesses before the court a gaged.
it on in its first case—mighty
.mother-fixation, hallucinations, and diurechicken he (Oscar) thinks.
-OSCAR SAYSthat Walter Marion Patrick can
-OSCAR SAYSsis. What more is wrong will have to be
that many boys committed the
come around and cry on my (Osdetermined by a competent psychiatrist. I car's) shoulders since his majoret "acts" but escaped the "axe."
-OSCAR SAYSask that this case be dismissed and the ac- is now out of circulation.
that "Bagman" Jones has nu-OSCAR
SAYScused man acquitted on the ground that he " that he (Oscar), can sympathize merous midnight rendevous in
is insane."
the amphitheter.
with him.
-OSCAR SAYSOSCAR SAYS
"I second the motion," shouts the state's
that "Bagman" and 1 "22-5"
that he (Oscar), wishes he
attorney vehemently from the side of his were in a position to start or Black make a good combination
mouth.
So Eatoin Shrdlu, Clemson class of '36,
stands before his last jury, makes his last
By BILL BERRY
plea, and receives his last sentence. The
AND THAT AIN'T ALL.
next day he is shipped, head and all, expenI was just getting ready to
change
the
name
of
this
column,
ses paid one way, to an address on Bull
If you didn't like that one try
Street in Columbia, where, sooner or later, when we got in a couple of pa- this one on for size:.
pers; so the name change won't
comes peace and solitude.
A CARELESS GIRL
be necessary. Maybe I should
IS HARRIET HINDES;
change the contents though.
Moral: Sit up and pay attention in
SHE DRAWS HER BATH
A TONGUE-TIED WOLF
Professor Waite's class. You may need
BUT NOT THE BLINDS.
IS HECTOR HALL;
A husband and wife were
what you learn for an alibi some day.
HE GROPES FOR WORDS

Dr. Poole Says

Through the years many student organizations have developed at Clemson College. These
organizations have grown out
of the unselfish- efforts of wise
and sincere students who were
deeply interested in the welfare
of the college. They have proven
to be real benefactors to the college and have been the means
of developing close contact between students, faculty, and administration.
They have assisted in solving problems which
directly concern the students.
The college administration
looks to these student organizations for assistance in orderly
regulating the affairs of the college, in orienting students to
college- life, and in assisting
them in developing the qualities
expected of Clemson graduates.
The achievements of the organizations depend on the leaders,
on the soundness of purpose of
of the organizations, and on
•progressive and scholarly membership. With this thought in
mind I wish to express the hope
that the student organizations
may this year reach a high degree of value to the college and
in turn prove of value to graduates, parents, and the state at
large.
R. F. Poole, President

—but good for what?
-OSCAR SAYS-

that the treasury of Seneca was
increased to the tuno of eighty
dollars and- the county jail had
one more inhabitant—he (Oscar)
wbn't diluge names this time.
OSCAR SAYS

that he (Oscar) hears Spanish
grades will increase this semester
due to seme native he~-">.
-OSCAR SAYS

the orchid of the week goes to
Coach Howard for such a good
showing against PC—keep up the
good work!
OSCAR SAYS

that he (Oscar) hears of a 'plot
to "work-over" a certain redheaded two diamond colonel.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that "two-date McLaurinishould
share at least one of the girls for
the Rat Hop.

7teto& foom Ot&en @olleye 1R&f& , , , , ,
asleep. About 3 a. m., the wife
dreamed of secretly meeting another man.
Then she dre'amed she saw her
husband coming. In her sleep
she shrieked, "Heavens, My husband!"
Her husband, wakened by her
shriek, leaped out of the window.
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PEPPER, YOU ARE SLIPPING

Harry Ashmore, Former Tiger Editor,
By TOM DONEGAN
Appointment of Harry S. Ashmore of Greenville, South Carolina,' as executive editor of the
Arkansas Gazette was announced
last week.
Eleven years ago, as a freshfrom-Clerason reporter on the
Greenville Piedmont, Ashmore
got a big hand in the Carolinas
by touring the "deep North" to
do a series on Tobacco Roads
above the Mason-Dixon Line. For
this and other outstanding work
he became the youngest newsman to receive a Nieman Fellowship at Harvard (at 24).
He took charge of the Charlotte
News (Circ. 62,000) editorial page
after serving as an infantry lieutenant-colonel in Europe.
His
campaigns (for two-party politics,
racial and religious tolerance,
votes for negroes, higher pay for
teachers) have estbalished him as
neither a Yankee lover nor a
deep-dyed Southerner. He became one of the South's most

lucid and least chauvinistic editorialists.
In April, 1947, Publisher
Thomas L. Robinson raised Ashmore from associate editor to editor of the News. His columns soon'
succeeded in showing other editors that be knew his business.
He received flattering job offers
from the Richmond Times-Dispatch, the Atlanta Journal, and
the Little Rock Arkansas Gazette.
In August, 1947, 31-year old Ashmore went to work as editoria1
page editor for the Arkansas Gazette (Circ. 92,000).
His appointment as executive
editor replaces Clyde L. Dew
managing editor since 1931, and s
member of the Gazette's editoria!
department since 1909.
Clemson can be 'proud that
Harry S. Ashmore, . one of the
nation's' outstanding newspapermen, began his career on The
Tigefte\ >

+-

14 More Apirtaestls Added To Clemson
Housing Units; Apply Before Friday
WHAT'S COMING OFF?—"Pepper" Martin really put on a show
for the Block 'C initiation this past week. "Pear Baby", as he is
known around the campus, liked to have lost his pants last Monday and he would have if he hadn't put so much into them. Olin
Cleveland of the Block 'C club is shown in front with the "Cub"
while other members of the club look on.

Alpha Phi Omega Opens Re-decorated
eefing Onlasl Monday Night
Raysor SaSEey Of
1912 Class Dies
T. Rayson Salley, Sr., 58, vicepresident of State Planters Bank
and Trust Company of Richmond,
died unexpectedly on September
26.
A native of Orangeburg, S. C.
he received a degree' in electrical
engineering from Clemson College
in 1912. In World War I he saw
service as a lieutenant in the
field artillery. Mr. Salley went to
work with the State Planters
Bank in 1922, and was made vicepresident this year. He bad been
active in Richmond civic and fraternal affairs for many years.

1948

1890

Dill ord's Shoe Shop
SENECA, S.

c.

SCRRELLS
REFRIGERATION AND
ELECTRIC CO.
Electric Supplies — Radio Sales
and Service
Frigidairc Appliances
Clemson
Seneca

Alpha Phi Omega, national
scouting and service fraternity
held its first meeting of the semester on Monday night in its newly redecorated clubroom. Miss
Virginia Shanklin and Miss Virginia Poole were presented with
gifts as, a token of appreciation
for the work they did in redecorating. Other guests present at
the meeting were Dr. J. C.
Green. Dr. Hi L. Hunter, Mr. P
B. Hohzendorff, Mr. Tom Milford, and Mr. K. N. Vickery.
During the business session of
the meeting a plan was proposed
to establish a campus community
chest. AJoha Phi Omega desirer
to coordinate all the campus service prganfz&ljfpns into a' united
effort. Under this plan students
would be approached by only one
group for contributions. The
funds solicited would be allotted
to various/ agencies such as the
I Red Cross, the YMCA, and other
!
charitable organizations.
Plans were completed for im; mediate distribution of the Alpha
Phi Omega "Clubbook," which
j contains information on campus
organizafcioiis.'
Forrest Suggs of Anderson was
elected to fill the vacant position of treasurer of the club.
, TROLLEY VS 26
A single electric trackless trolley coach can transport as many
passengers as 26 private automobiles.

A D AM SMITH
,

Ch evrolef — Buick
PHONE 535

SENECA

SOUTH CAROLINA

In the interest of the married
students attending Clemsori, the
college has converted one of its
temporary barracks into 12 three(Continued-..from Page 1)
room apartments, kitchen, living
room, and two bedrooms). These that her faith in herself—in that
apartments are located west of
the football. stadium in the bar- knowledge that she would be
racks formerly designated as T-3. called upon again by the MetroBecause of the size rooms and politan—was justified. She had
toilet facilities (one for ladies, has since made her mark in thfl
one for men), these apartments
San Francisco, Cincinnati, and
will be made available to married
students who do not have children Chicago Opera Companies, and
during the 1945-46 season she
or pets.
Assignment will be made from scored the greatest success of her
the veteran housing waiting list career as "Carrrten" at the Mein accordance with the date of tropolitan.
In 1941, Miss Stevens' creed
application. Jf you elect to live
in one of these apartments, tijen was proved once more. Movie
your name will be canceled from scouts offered her another
the prefab waiting list. Other- chance at Hollywootfw.This,time
wise, you will remain on the list she accepted. ColncidentaHy
until such time as one of the enough her role in "The Chocolate Soldier" was the one she
orefabs becomes available.
Each apartment will be furnish- gang wheti talent scouts first
ed with the following: One new approached her. Subsequently
electric range, one new 6 ft. elec- she appeared opposite Biiii?
tric refrigerator, one garbage can, Crosby in the Academy Awa^d
one dining room table (optional),* winning picture "Goinc My
two folding chairs (optional), two Way." Her most recent film is
occasional chairs (optional), two "Carnesrie Hall." Since her
single beds, springs, mattress,' success in movies, Miss Stevens'
(optional) no pillows, two chest lovely voice has become as
of drawers (optional), two- mir- familiar to movie goers as it is
rors (optional).
to opera lovers.
Hot water and heat will be proMiss Stevens stands 5 feet 7
vided by the college. Also a jan- inches tall, weighs 130 'pounds,
itor will be assigned to the apart- .has hazel eyes, peach-tinted skin,
ment house on a part-time basis 'and light brown hair, shining
for the cleaning of the hallways with golden light. She's as
and baths and for the firing of modern as today and just Pf
the furnace. Garbage service will young. She is married to Walter
be furnished. In the ladies' bath, Surovy whom she met in Prague,
a laundry sink and an automatic Her whims are of the moment,
washing machine will be avail- her tastes classic. She loves restable. There will be a charge for ing at her California home hirh
the use of the washing machine.
in the Hollywood hills. She likes
Each unit will rent for $35.00 a to swim and walk. She owns a
month (with or without furniture black miniature French poodle,
as above listed) which includes all whose actual name is "L'Ami
utilities with the exception of Noir," but whom she calls "Lamelectricity; meters are installed in by." She enjoys nothing , better
each apartment.
than singing nursery rhymes to
It is requested that those who her towheaded 3 year old son,
qualify for these apartments and Nicky. Her hobby is collecting
*lect to ba assigned to one notify music stamps from all over the
this office not later than Friday. v/orld.
When 14 have replied, a letter
will be received from this office
ratifying each of the date in
which to report to the housing office for other information and
details relative to the signing of
the contracts. A $10.00 security
deposit will be required of each
tenant moving in.
Dr. L. D. Huff announced this
week that there are three graduate assistants in the Clemson
physics department this year.
This is the first time that the
physics department has ever had
graduate students serving as asThe fraternity of Sigma Epsilon sistant instructors.
The three men are Mr. William
tapped fourteen new men into
'heir organization on September L. Klincaid, bachelor of science
graduate of Catawba College in
17.
Sigma Epsilon is primarily a Salisbury, North Carolina; Mr,
social fraternity organized for the Ray N. Cauble, also a bachelor ot
purpose of furthering the tradi- scientii graduate of Catawba Coltions of Clemson College. Their lege; and Mr. James R. Jacques,
nost important function is acting a bachelor of science graduate of
is hosts to their members and Clemson.
quests during intermissions and
Dr. .Huff states that it takes
eceptions at the more important approximately two years for these
college dances.
men to finish, all the work reThose who have been selected quired for a master:; degree.
0 join are James R. Anderson, While they are working toward
erry Brown, Marshall Farmer, their master's, the three men will
erome Ix, George R. Price, Pat serve as assistant instructors;
Jehetj Jack R. Pruitt, Dave Coakey, Frank Cureton, Tom Pennell
Jill Bolt, George L. Adams, Jr.,
Cent Cecil, and R. B. Cromwell.
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Student Here Takes Inventory On Clubs
By A. H. 'CRAPSE
Sound business principles warrant the taking of frequent inventories in the field of commerce
and trade. The fundamental tenets of the educational field embrace a place, though less often,
for like action. In an editorial
early last year, The Tiger indicated that there are more than
one hundred separate organizations and clubs gracing the organizational roster at Clemson.
This is not an attempt .to individually appraise each club and organization, although it is to be
hoped that the general deductions
which follow will have application for all of them. In retrospect,
and for arriving "at desirable outlooks in the conduct of the affairs
of Clemson's campus organizations
and clubs, this writing* is respectfully dedicated.
The common cry, and a true one
it is, on the campus is that there
Is too little student participation
in extra-curricular activities in
proportion to the student enrollment figures. Several reasons
might be proffered in explanation.
Obviously, the average mean age
of the student body is higher than

it has been at any time in the
past, this act being accounted for
by the large veteran enrollment.
There are in this group those who
share the ardent enthusiasm of
some of the undergraduate cadets
for belonging to clubs. There are
others who have only a lukewarm
fancy for such activity, and there
are those who, frankly, have no
concern whatever for such matters. Experience has had the
privilege of schooling the veteran
group: domestic duties and responsibilities weigh heavily upon
some. It is not amiss to say that
experience has left an impression
that activities of this kind are not
an absolute prerequisite for succeeding in life; perhaps it has
contributed toward weakening
the world's sense of false values
which seem to flourish in every
walk of life. Needless to say, the
conglomerate attitudes of the veteran gtoup contrasted with the
impetuous strivings of some of
the cadet upperclassmen leave the
freshmen cadets in a quandary.
There are and have been.those
among the student body who have
been dubbed "Joiners". They
might be tagged better as organi-

zational "careerists".' Members of
this group arc"; as a rule, easily
identified by the multitude of
keys suspended from a chain as
appropriate accessories. to . their
wearing apparel. A casual examination of TAPS will reveal how
much page space means to persons in this category. Extra-curricular activities have worthy
place in a person's college career,
but they aren't the. "Big Cheese"
to require one to emulate the pig.
In this connection, it is proper to
question the sincerity and ableness of such leadership. Frankly,
leadership derived in this respect
is but a miniature duplication of
the leadership that is being deplored in every municipality,
County Seat, State Capital, and on
Capitol HUP today. This kind of
leadership tends to exclude all
merit, and it ceases to command
the respect of those who should
follow. Eventually, it is dictatorial in essence, if not in practice.
;To substantiate, in part at least,
some of the subject matter in the
foregoing paragraph, an examination of the 1948 TAPS revealed
that fifty-five percent of the Senior Council Membership, sixty-

six and'two-thirds percent of Blue
Key's Membership, thirty-seven \
percent of the.Tiger Brotherhood'^
Membership, and twelve percent.
oil Alpha Phi Omega's Membership, these organizations representing. Clemson's leadership fraternities and student government
organization, were derived among
ten students. A survey of these
ten students disclosed the least
number of organizations or activities to which any one of these
men had pledged themselves was
four; the highest number some
supposedly participated in reached the figure of nine. The average number of organizations with
whiich this group of ten affiliated
themselves was. .6.9.. It isn't any
wonder that the charge has been
made that the. same faces predominate at every meeting of the
most exclusive of Clemson's organizations and clubs and that
they have been "able to add little
to the real progress of the college
and the student body.".
Pursuing the subject further,
on the face of .these facts, it is evident that Clemson's leadership
(Continued «n Page 8)

Rise Stevens

Three Graduate
Assistants Join
Physics Facu

More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined!
An Impartial poll covering all the Southern tobacco markets reveals
the smoking preference of the men who really know tobacco—auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen. More of these independent

experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two
leading brands combined.

So, for your ownreal^ deep-down smoking enjoyment,smoke the smoke tobacco experts smoke!

tigma Epsilon
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FOR FALL AND WINTER
—Scientific Motor Tune-up
—Scientific WheeS Alignment
■s—Rodictfor Cleaning
—Motor Reconditioning
—Broke Service
—Windshield Wiper Service
—Anti-Freeze

LEE PALMER a SONS
SENECA
Complete Auto Service

SOUTH CAROLINA
24 Hour Wrecker Service

Williams Elected
Prexy Of A-Ej-A

Professor Mills
Speaks To ASME
Old members and prospective
members of A. S. M. E. met last
Tuesday night, September 28.
Professor F. C. Mills made a
speech on the benefits of being a
member of The American Society
Df Mechanical Engineers.
Plans for the coming year were
discussed, and it was pointed out
that all second semester juniors
and seniors who are not members
of the society should attend the
next meeting.

L. P. Williams, electrical engineering senior from North Augusta, was elected president of
the Aiken-Edgefield-Augusta Club
last Monday night. W. H. Scurry, mechanical engineering senior
of Edgefieid, was elected vice
president, J. W. Pettigrew, vocational agricultural education senior of Edgefieid, was elected secretary, and Jule Bland, arts and
science sophomore from Johnston, was elected treasurer.
Plans were discussed for the
club's Annual Christmas Ball to
be held, in December at Augusta,
Ga.

■JCOPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

<&

LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINEi 4 "TOBACCO

S oit oo nd^se-firm, so fully packe d— so.f r e e a n d-ea s y o nr» hod raw
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CLEMSON PREPA
Where Are The New
Courts!' Who Knows!

v

By
JACK CRIBB

In our attempt at writing this column we will try U
give you sonic of the facts that should he focused as the pig
skin season enters its second big week of activity. Ask
yourself as you read tins column and see if you knew these
facts before.
During a tifteen year reign as head coach at the University of Alabama, Frank Thomas's Crimson Tide wen
thirteen times extended a bowl invite or rated among the
teams being considered.
Centre College, a pigskin power of long ago, challengec
the University of Kentucky to a game in 1891. The challengers taught their opponents bow to play before and during the game. Centre won 7-0, but Kentucky wasn't scored
on after catching on to the game.
The Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets of 1916 totaled the
most points ever scored in a single game. They rolled up
a 222-0 victory over Cumberland' University.
Sewanee—Power Of Long Ago
Back in 1899, Sewanee, University of the South,
played five games against such notables as Tulane, Texas,
Texas A & M, L. S. IL, and Mississippi. The amazing
part is that they won all five'gimes, scoring 91 points
to 0 for their foes.
*
A series of plays could be run off in sequence without
signals being called were invented by the late Calvin Coolidge while assistant coach at Amhersl College.
Grantland Rice, noted-sports writer and authority and
former All-American, at Arkansas, played every minute o2
every game that year on the Razorback's schedule.
With varsity football a thing of the past, the University
of Chicago can glance back over many outstanding accomplishments. In 1891 the Windy City University played
21 games, a record which has never been beat.
St. Mary's mighty grid aggregation of 1934 played
Nevada in a breather just before their game with Fordam. Nevada, mindless cf the fact that they hadn't
won a game that year, upset St. Mary's 9-7 for their only
victory of the season.
Missouri School of .Mines' varsity in 1914 varsity will
always be remembered by the old timer, because they won
.8 and lost and tied none. They amassed a total of 540
points to their opponent's 0. This was an average of 67.5
per game.
Rutgers fi and Princeton 4 was the score in the first battle between the two schools in 1869. However, it was exactly 69 years later before Rutgers could defeat the Tigers
again. The margn was 20-18 in 1938.
Baugh Aerial Artist
Veteran Sammy Baugh of the Washington Redskins,
has completed 1,204 passes during his pro career. He tossed
2,093 aerials, giving him an efficiency mark of .582.
Delaying the game during play calls for a five yard
penalty, but apparently it's all right to put off the game several hours. In 1917, the Texas Aggies rolled to a 35-0 victory over the Tulane Green Wave after keeping t!ie Tulane
team waiting for two hours.
The University of Utah's football team in 1928 was
as stubborn as can be. On six different occasions that
year, Utah's opponents had the ball on the one yard
marker with four downs to score. Six times the Utes
turned back the scoring.
The Univcrsty of Washington has gone the longest
without going down in defeat.
For nine straight years
(1908-191H) the Huskies went undefeated for 63 games.
Fitz Pollard, Brown Universitv back, was the first colored player to gain AIl-American recognition. He was
chosen on Walter Camp's All-American team, 1916.
In 1873. Michigan challenged Cornell to a football game.
The battle was called off by the President of Cornell who
wouldn't allow 30 men to travel 400 miles to kick around a
bag of wind.
Seen About the Campus
Eddis Freeman, the former Fireball of Clemson pigskin outfits in '11, : 15, '46, and '47, was over for the Presbyterian opener. Freeman is coaching down at Simpsonville
. . . Jack Ross and Cotton Rchardson are really putting their
teams through the mill preping for their encounters this
week . . . Jim Reynolds, one of the stars for the Tigers Saturday night, was hurt during the fourth quarter but should
be ready to go by the time 8 o'clock rolls around against
North Carolina State.

By JIM EICE
I seem to recall that about one
year ago there arose quite, a bit
of controversy about a lack o'
tennis courts. The students werf
:omplaining that they were sweating out a court for a whole afernoon only to be disappointed
q find that when a court finally
became available the tennis team
vould have first priority to prac'"ice on them.
The students complained so
hat a sum of money was allocated for the purpose of building
iev/ tennis courts to accomodatt
nore students.
Now, I imagine that everyone
tad good intentions of building
he courts as soon as was possible
"o put the students in better
"rame of mind,-but the fact remains that no new tennis courts
iave been completed. It seem?
■hat work has been started on
them, but it has only been in
spurts up to this point.
Students are curious as to when
'he new courts will be completed,
but no one seems to know. The
athletic department says that they
have allocated the money, and
now it is left up to the construction and repair division of the
college to complete the job. A
committee was appointed to
supervise the progress cf the conr
struction and have the courts
completed by this fall, but it
doesn't look like they have done
such a good job of supervising.
The student body is not interested in why they have not
been completed; they are interested in when they are going to
be completed. If they are not
completed in the near future
they will be of no use whatever
until Spring and after a tough
winter season they surely will
need repair work done on them.
What is going to be done?
Whose fault is it? What is the
delay? Why doesn't someone do
something? These are questions
which are being asked by the student body, and they will continue
to be asked until something is
definitely done and done quickly.
We ask that work be resumed
on these courts, so that students
can get some use from them before its too late. How about it?

Spartanburg's gift to the Clemson backfield, Jackie Calvert (21), raced to the Tiger goal during the
PC fraeus but the play was nullified with-a penalty against the Bengals. Calvert is a triple-threat
artist that runs like-a deer, and passes with deadly accuracy. Albert Willis, (38), blocking back
from Gainesville, Gai, lies on the ground after thrjwing a barrier in front of the PC defense. Big
Calvert Marsh (88), PC guard, reaches for the elusive ball carrier.

Carolina-Ciemson
On Sale October 12
When Big Thursday rolls
around for the Clemson-Carolina
annual gridfracas, everyone will
want to be there; therefore in
order to avoid a last minute rush
for tickets, students are advised
to purchase tickets as soon as
possible after they go oh sale October 12. All students wishing
to purchase tickets should do so
at the Clemson Field House. There
will be a sixty-cent tax ticket
which students' 'must*! 'ptfrchase-jtb
accompany T. D. cards in order
to be admitted to the gair.
In addition, date tickets will be
on sale at the same time with
the- tax tickets and will be sold
at S3.60 'per person. These tickets

night on the Chesterfield show to
predict the outcome of 35 of the
top games of the week. In addition to his predictions Dooley
gives a summary of the football
situation and gives honorable
mention to outstanding candidates
for All-American recognition.

ABBOTT'S
QUALITY

Men's Shop
Seneca, S. C.

Completely Renovated and Under New Management

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

Frames and Lenses Duplicated and Repaired.

SHOE SHOP
IS TEMPORARILY LOCATED
BELOW THE BANK — STOP BY TO SEE US.

PHONE 2448

162 1-2 N. MAIN ST.
ANDERSON, S. C.

rug Company

L

COMPLETE LINE SHAEFFERS AND PARKER
■'

40 YEARS IN BUSINESS WITH CLEMSON STUDENTS
PARKER FURNITURE EXCHANGE
HOME OF THE SWAP SHOP
Dealers in
NEW AND USED FURNITURE
ANYTHING THAT CAN BE SOLD
EXCLUSIVELY PHILCO APPLIANCES
Ralph D. Parker, Owner

Phone 1414

CANDIES
WHITMANS - HOLLINGSWORTH,
NUNNALLY'S - NORPJS

ANDERSON, S. C.

BYERS MEN'S SHOP
120 North Main Street

PENNANTS - COLLEGE STATIONERY
AND STUDENT SUPPLIES

Anderson, S. C.

MICHAELES-STERN VALUE-FIRST CLOTHES
PHONE 9184

THE MODERN ELECTRIC

h

Operators—Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Keys
—

Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted — Visual Training

■

HANHATTAN SHIRTS

ANDERSON, S. C.

(Eyesight Specialist)

A. W. COX
Easley, South Carolina

OPEN FRIDAY NOON

—

DR. ARTHUR H. SPITZf O. P.

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Plaee

Serving Home Cooked Meals Exclusivvely

110 N. MAIN ST

will be fairly Hmited so students
are advised to purchase them as
soon as they possibly can.
Other games for which students can purchase tickets have
been announced by the Athletic
Association.
Tickets for the general public
to attend the Clemson-Carolina
Frosh tilt will go on sale through
the Carolina Ticket Office at $1.50
per person, "but students will be
admitted free at designated gates
by merely showing their student
I. D. Cards. Students attending
from Clemson are asked to comply with the rules and sit only
in the sections which are marked
out for them. These sections run
from sections 27 to 31, and no one

will be allowed in these sections
except students.
Anyone wishing to attend the
Wake Forest-Clemson game in
Winston-Salem, N. C. are remind*
ed to purchase the tickets at
Clemson at a price of $1.00 as
they will not be able to purchase
tickets when they get to the game.
These tickets must also be accompanied by the student's signed
I. D. Card.
The Mississippi State game is
a (different situation. The tickets
must be purchased when the students arrive in Starksville, Miss.,
previous to the game.
Again emphasis is placed on
the fact that any student wishing
to be admitted to the CarolinaCiemson game must have the student tax ticket accompanied by
the student's signed I. D. Card or
they will not be admitted to the
game.

Aftcv a more than decisive defeat over the P :C. Blue Stockings
last SaU rday night, in Memorial Stadium, the Clemson Tigers are
looking: 1 orward to their coming clash with a strong N. C. State team
which it ight the Duke Blue Devils to a scoreless tie. Although State
put the : kids to the Clemson attack last season, the Tigs are out for
revenue, and it is a matter of whether Coach Howard's boys can put
on a dazziing show of the calibre that they did against a much weaker
P. C. eleven.
♦ The Wo Ifpack lost one of its
best stars in "Footsy" Palmer,
who led the nation in kicking
last year, but they are still loaded with a strong forward : wall
which includes such names as
Bernie Watts and TecJ Dostanko
and a strong backfjeld including
Bob Smith, Gwyn Fletcher, and
Oscar Bozeman. Such a team
cannot be sold short, and everyone can exyect plenty of action
from the above mentioned players.
Stars cf last Saturday night's
massacre of P. C: included two
men which will bear a lot of
watching in future seasons. They
are Jackie Calvert of Spartanburg, S. C, who is a sophomore
and also Fred Cone of Elmore,
Alabama, who had never played
any football until he came to
Clemson.
Cone has definitely
proved himself invaluable as a
kickoff expert. Coach Howard
purposely did not use the much
publicized
"Schoolboy" Gage or
ROBERT GAGE
"Dick" Hendley, as much as the
fans would have liked due to
minor injuries, but they are exGames This Week
pected to add much to the Tiger
Alabama vs Vanderbilt
backfield this coming Saturday
i
night against a strong Wolfpack
Army vs Lafayette
foe.
Auburn vs Louisiana Tech
Past records of the two teams
Citadel vs Presbyterian
show that Clemson has won 16,
Clemson vs N. C. State
lost 7, and tied 1, but that is no
California vs St. Mary's
indication that the "Tigs" will
Cincinnati vs Xavier
not go into the State game as the
Delaware vs Maryland
underdog.' This should prove to
Duke vs Tennessee
be one of the Tiger's toughest
Georgia vs North Carolina
contests this season and this is
Ga. Tech vs Tulane
Georgetown vs Boston College
one of the contests which they
Kentucky vs Mississippi
would rather win than any other,
Missippi State vs Baylor
so everyone who is attending
Rice vs Louisiana State
should see some keen competiSo. Methodist vs Texas Tech
tion
between the two age-old
Texas Christiaii vs Arkansas
U. C. L. A. vs Idaho
rivals.

P. S. McCoSlum, Owner

MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT

POLKENHORN'S RESTAURANT

Gage Gets Test
Tills Week-End

CALVERT HEADS FOR THE GOAL

Contest Winners Are Announced; Smith
And Balson All-Right; Win Cigarettes
J. D. Smith and Harry Batson
were the lucky winners of the
mild smoking Chesterfields this
week out of over 550 entries that
were sent in. B. B. Neeley, student representative for Chesterfield on the Clemson Campus,
will contact the pigskin experts
and present them with their
prizes.
Several boys turned in more
than one entry but only one entry
from each person can be accepted. Room numbers and names
must be on the entry.
Chesterfield
presents
sports
expert Eddie Dooley, former AllAmerican grider, each Friday

TATE

SODA FOUNTAIN SERVING BORDEN'S
ICE CREAM
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TIGER ELEVEN WALLOPS BLUE HOS
Hudson Promises
Star For Clemson
In Coming Months

COX RACES WITH PIGSKIN FOR SCORE

WITH SCOOP REYNOLDS

Speedy Carol Cox outdistances three Blue Hose pursuers during the curtain lifter Saturday night in
which the Tigers downed the visitors with a 53-0 drubbing. Claude Howe (63), Presbyterian center, Paul Martin (93), and Calvert Marsh (88) race.in vain to catch the elusive Clemson back before
he crosses the dual stripes with another score.
However, Cox crossed the goal line standing up.

Intermural Sports Gain
Play among the ROTC intra-*
mural vollyball teams is reaching a high pitch this week. Every
afternoon all of the .six volley
ball courts on the small parade
ground are put to use by energetic
players.
No
volleyball
tournement will be held unless end of football and basketball
the teams participating agree to tournaments.
This contest' will
hold the tournement after the consist of a sixty yard medley retouch football teams begin their ,lay, 40 yard dash, 40 yard back■activities on October 4.
If the stroke, 40 yard breaststroke, and
teams agree on holding a tourne- an eighty yard relay.
ment at this time, one will be
Another phase of aquatic batheld.
tle will be the diving. Each diver
Regular scheduled games among will be required to make six
the touch football teams organ- dives of which three will be reized on the ROTC companies, and quired of all divers and the other
any veteran groups interested will^ three to be optional.
begin on October 4 and will end
The Spring Intramural proNovember 19.
So far 13 com- gram will be made up of Softpanies and four vet groups have ball, Golf, and Tennis. A Softentered teams in the tourna- ball league will be started about
ment. Championship of the foot- March 10 and will run until
ball league will ba.desidfid on May 15. Mr." Cooper stated that
games won and lost.
he hopes to have a good number
As soon as the students return of veteran teams as well as the
from Thanksgiving holidays on 13 ROTC teams in the league.
December
1,
the
intramural The winner of each league, probbasketball tournament will begin. ably three, will be decided by
The scheduled games will con- team standings at the end of
tinue until about March 1 when the schedule, and the champion
the tournament play will begin. of the campus will be decided in
Two separate tournaments will a Softball World Series. The winbe held for the veteran and ROTC ner between the two ROTC
teams. Basketballs may be ob- leagues will play the winner of
tained now from the intramural the vet league. The Golf tournaequipment room* for practice pur- ment will be played by flights.
poses of any group that wants to Each participant will be requircheck them out. Last year the ed to make a qualified round and
basketball tournament was spon- then will be placed into a flight.
sored by IPOAY who presented The Tennis tournament will be
the winning team with gold kej'S played in "round-robin" style unand a banquet.
til a schedule of games will be
Mr. Cooper, Director of Intra- posted.
mural Sports, is now working on
Mr. Cooper has announced that
a schedule for intramural swim- a new sport archery win be intimmg tournament between the at in the spring of this year.

Hanging Out On The Limb With
This Week's Pigskin Predictions

CAMPUS CLASSICS
ARROW
OXFORD SHIRTS
$3.95
ARROW TIES FROM $1

._ /%SBA

^/%JW\

By
CRIBB and REYNOLDS
After a week-end of spectacular football which saw many
favorites stumble, we hesitatly
crawl out on the proverbial limb
and voice our opinion as to how
next Saturday's pigskin classics
will end.
The opening battles made the
task of choosing the winners
easier, but several games are
rated as toss ups. Here we Go!!
1. Notre Dame over Pittsburg—
A 'pleasure after Purdue.
2. Pennsylvania
over
Dartmouth—The Quakers tomahawk
the Indians.
3. Villavova over Duquensne—
The Dukes aren't treated as such.
4. Columbia over Harvard—
"Little" to worry about.
5. S. M. U. over Texas Tech—
The Raiders are hopeless against
Doak Walker.
6. Boston College over Bucknell—The powerful Eagles can't
miss,
7. Ga. Tech over Tulane—Extra!
Yellow Jackets drown Wave.
8. South Carolina over Furman—In a walk.
9. Mississippi State over Baylor
—If all of them were this easy.
10. Army over Lafayette—The
Cadets march on.
11. Kentucky over Mississippi—
Poole remains but Conerly's gone.
12. Tennessee over Duke—
Nothing but a guess
13. William and Mary over
Wake Forest—A "Cloud" explodes
on the Deacs.
14. Maryland over Delaware—
The Gambino-less
Liners
win
anyway.
15. Holy Cross over Syracuse—
Pardon while we yawn.
16. Michigan' over Oregon—
Ditto.
17. North Carolina over Georgia—Nothing like last year.
18. California over St. Mary's—
Nothing to it.
19. Purdue over Northwestern
—The Boilermakers make it tough
for the Irish, and will be better
against' the Wildcats.
20. Ohio State over So. California—Midwest over Coast every
time.

Carol Cox Out With
Injury; To Be Ready
Saturday Night
'BROCKLEY"

'FENWAY"

FOR YEARS smart college dressers have "preferred
Arrow shirts. Once again we have a fine selection
of Arrow Gordon oxfords in white and solid colors
and several collar styles.
A||OW University styled ties from $1,

STEWART-MERRITT
26 South Main Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.
\_

FOR ARROW SHIRTS

J

Carol Cox, second string tailback of the Clemson Tigers and
one of the stars of the Presbyterian
massacre,
sprained a
finger on his left hand Monday
afternoon during a rough workout. However the injury should
be o. k. by game time Saturday
night when the Bengals entertain the North Carolina State
Wolfpack under the lights in
Clemson's Memorial Stadium.
Dick Hendley, powerhouse
fullback from Greenville, though
sidelined Saturday for the PC
game will probably see action
against the team of Coach
Beattie Feathers when they
come to town.

Beneath the blazing lights of Memorial Stadium some
15,000 fans watched Coach Frank Howard's Clemson Tigers
make their '48 debut as they overpowered the Presbyterian
Blue Stockings with a 53-0 shellacing. The
Bengal mentor gave the majority of his large
squad a chance to perform for the hom'J
crowd of yelling spectators as the lights of
the newly installed illumination system beamed upon the yellow and blue outfits that
adorned the bodies of the Tig warriors. The
weather was perfect for the beginning of
night football at Clemson College.
Observations
From the very start of the contest the Tigers were in command of the situation and the
visitors managed to get in Bengal territory
only on several rare occasions. From our
vantage point the blocking of the home club
showed marked improvement over last year's aggregation.
Several times the Howardmen smeared the PC ball carriers
before they could start.
Jim Reynolds took out two Hosemen in one of the outstanding defensive plays of the game. The entire Tiger
team showed considerable skill in breaking up the opposition on defense and their downfield blocking was something
to watch.
Cone and Miller Kick
Powerful Fred Cone, starting fullback for the victors,
performed with great skill in the kicking department. His
lofty kicks gave teammates time to get down to the receiver
by the time the Blue Hose backs could take the pigskin from
the sky.
Jack Miller, Georgetown backfield artist, converted five
times in the extra point department.
Coach Wise To Save Gage
Clemson's coaching department deserves an orchid for
saving flashy Bobby Gage for the N. C. State Wolfpack.
Many scouts and fans that came to Tigertown to watch the
speedy Anderson tailback perform were partially disappointed. Howard sent in the talented triple-threat artisl
in the closing moments of the third quarter. His cool, deliberate passing clicked. On the second aerial attempt he
hit Ray Mathews in the end zone for Clemson's seventh
TD of the outing. A Gage to Mathews pass completion
letted 38 yards.
Gage will get his chance against the Wolfpack next Saturday night, however.
Cheering Mighty Weak
What happened to the spirit that the Clemson fans always show at the football outings? At the PC opener the
cheers started out loud, but by the time the first quarter was
over the volume of the noise had decreased to a loud whisper.
Now, I realize that there were lots of scoring in the onesided contest, but I think that the fans and students could
keep cheering as long as the team shows such fine spirit on
the, field. They are doing the work and the students and
spectators are doing the watching. Make the most of the
cheerleaders that are down front. Listen when they announce a cheer and for goodness sake sound off at the right
time. More organized cheering could do wonders here at
Clemson. Let's try it.
Our On the Spot Interview
Each week we shall interview somebody after the
games and find out just what they think of the contest
and give those comments to our readers. This week we
interviewed a former Tiger star, not of the gridiron but
of the diamond. Bobby Hughes, one of the star pitchers
on the '45 baseball team, kindly gave us his views on the
game. Hughes expressed his delight over the Clemson
victory and stated that the team showed marked improvement over last year's club.
However, he was not too optimistic over the rough
schedule that the Tigs face in the coming weeks. When
asked what he thought of next week's game with the
N. C. State outfit, he said, "I believe we will take them
but it will be by a very meager margin." Hughes will
bolster the Clemson mound staff with his lefthanded
offerings in the spring.
Cigarette Contest
We are indeed pleased with the response and interest
shown in the football guessing contest this week. However,
several over-enthusiastic guessers turned in more than one
entry. Sorry, but only one entry per man. Remember,
have those entries in to the Guard Room by one o'clock on
Friday. That is the deadline. Try your hand with these
games. Cross out the one you think will be the loser. Check.
NAVY
'
CORNELL
OREGON STATE
WASHINGTON
TEXAS CHRISTIAN
ARKANSAS
OKLAHOMA
TEXAS A & M
KING'S POINT
FORDHAM
INDIANA
IOWA
CLEMSON
N. C. STATE
ALABAMA
VANDERBILT
UTAH
ARIZONA
RICE
LOUISIANA STATE

ROBERT HUDSON
By DICK DOWIS
\ The youngest Tiger on Coach
Howard's varsity squad is someone who is very likely to become
one of the best ends Clemson has
produced in years. His age, however, has no relation to his size,
as his six foot four inch, 200
pound frame makes him one of
the biggest men on the squad.
This is Bob "Cadillac" Hudson,
eighteen
year
old
sophomore
second string end of the powerful Tiger squad.
On last year's team, Hudson
played in every game of the season with the exception of the
Tiger's game with Boston College.
In Saturday night's game with
Presbyterian College, he played
about quarters to help the Clemson team coast to it's 53-0 victory.
Hudson's prowess on the end
position did not come from high
school experience. At his alma
mater in North Charleston, Bob
played tackle.
When he came
to Clemson, the Tiger coaches
thought him better suited for end,
which he now plays and prefers
to his old high school position.
As a high school tackle, Bob was
a two-year letterman and was
chosen as a member of the 1946
All-state Shrine Bowl team. He
held down the first string tackle
slot for the South Carolinians and
helped spark them to a 19-13
victory over the Tarheel team.
Although football is -Hudson's
favorite sport, it is not the only
one in which he is outstanding.
Here at Clemson, he plans to
confine his activities to football
and track, but in high school he
lettered three times as an outfielder in baseball and two times
as a guard in basketball.
This season, Bob will be trying
for his second letter, having won
his first as a freshman. He is a
member of the Clemson Block C
Club.
To prepare himself for a career
first in professional football and
then in coaching, he is taking a
major in Arts and Sciences. His
real "major," however is football,
which' he literally eats, drinks,
and sleeps.
His hobby is also
football and if you want a chance
to see him do some fine work on
his "hobby," the best way to
get that chance is to come out to
the game with N. C| State Saturday night and you'll probably see
plenty of him.

Cox,
Calvert
Clemson's Tigers unleassh.ed a lightning attack in their
'48 curtain lifter under the floodlights in Memorial Stadium
Saturday night when they overwhelmed Presbyterian College by a 53-0 margin. This was the first night contest
played at Tigertown and inaugurated the new lighting system installed in Memorial Stadium, considered by most one
of the top football plants in the South.
Fifteen
thousand
spectator ♦ watched Coach Frank Howard':
the teams left the field for the
Bengals score at will over the
Clemson 40 yard line. This was
visitors from Clinton.
With a
the first time the Hosemen had
terrific display of power the vicinvaded Bengal territory.
tors tallied three times in the
first ten minutes of the one-sided Fifth Score
Lady luck was with the Clemaffair.
.
son team when they recovered a
Cone Scores
Fred Cone scored the first TD PC fumble on the Presbyterian
of the . game as he bucked over 3. After Mathews carried to the
from the 3 after the Tigecs took one foot line, Fred Cone took the
Miller converted.
over on the Presbyterian 40 and pigskin over.
brought the leather down to the
Wyndham intercepted a TedPC 3 with Mathews, Williams, ard pass and raced 39 .yards to
and Cone carrying the mail. Cone score. Miller's perfect placement
had the honor of scoring the made the tally sheet read 40-0.
initial touchdown under the lights
Bobby Gage entered the fracus
at Clemson. Cone failed to con- midway the final period and in
vert.
his brief appearance flipped to
Taking over on the PC 39 after Mathews for the sixth score. Milthe Blue Hose failed to make a ler made his fifth perfect converfirst down on a line buck, the sion.
Clemson mail carriers swung into
Calvert carried the ball for
action again.
With Mathews,
successive gains placing the ball
Cone and Williams carrying the
on the PC 2. Jack Miller, operatTigs made it a first down on the
ing from the fullback slot, took
PC 25. Mathews, tailback from
the mail over with Greenville's
McKeesport, Pa., to%sed to Bobby
Sterling Smith blocking out a
Williams in the end zone for the.
clear path.
Miller place-kicked
second marker. Jack Miller,
but the Tigs suffered a 15 yard
kicker from Georgetown, split the.
penalty. He repeated and the
uprights to make the score 13-0.
Bengals were moved back 15
Third Clemson TD
yards more for another penalty.
After being penalized down to Cone replaced Miller and booted
their own one yard line, Jim Reybut PC was offsides. Miller renolds came around the left side turned but his last attempt failof his line for 18 yards. Carol Cox ed to reach the uprights.
gained eight more as a hole openScoring touchdowns—Cone"- 2,
ed in the line.
With Bonneau
Brodie carrying, the ball was Williams, Carol Cox, Rushton,
moved up 28 yards. Just before Windham, Mathews and Jack
Miller.
Brodie was stopped he latered to
Points after touchdowns—Jack
shifty Carol Cox who traveled
40 yards for the Bengals third Miller 5 (placement.)
score. Miller added the extra
STATISTICS
point.
Clem P.C.
Gil Rhuston, capable center First downs running .
12
4
from Greenville, intercepted Buzz First downs passing .
.. 1
1
Tedard's pass and went the dis- First downs penalty .
_ 0
0
tance to score standing up. Jack Total first downs __
13
5
Miller again added the point but Running plays attempted 49
35
the impatient Tigers were off- Yards gained rushing >
352
86
20
21
sides.
His second attempt was Yards ' lost rushing
Net yards rushing ... .
331
65
wide.
Passes attempted '.
.. 8
16
Jackie Calvert, Spartanburg
Passes completed _.._
. 3
4
tailback, operating behind the Yards .gained passing
88
48
first string line traveled through Passes intercepted
- 4
1
. 3
6
the entire PC squad to cross Number of punts ....
48 38.7
the dual stripes but the play Average punt 111 ....
Fumbles .... „__ „... _„_ .. 5
3
was nullified by a penalty for
Balls lost on fumble L.
.. 4
3
holding against the Tigs.
As Number of penalties ...
.. 7
3
the second period ended and Lost on penalties 111
95
15

SHOP AND SAVE AT ... .

GALIANT-BELK'S
ANDERSON, S. C.

r
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Osborne To Interview
Gage This Week
Ed Osborne, director of publicity at Clemson College, does
weekly interviews with coaches
and players at Tigertown where
Coach Frank Howard footballers are found working into
shape for the remainder of the
games on their 10 game card.
This week's program that will
be heard over WESC in Greenville at 6:05 p. m. on Friday,
over WAIM in Anderson at
7:00 p. m. of the same day, and
over WKXY in Hartwell, Ga.,
at 6:30 p. m. on Thursday will
feature an exclusively interview
with Rompin' Robert Gage,
triple-threater from Anderson.

ARROW CANDY STRIPES
WIDESPREAD "SUSSEX"
COLLAR

ARROW SOLID COLORS
SHORT POINT
"KENT" COLLAR

Practical and good looking additions to your wardrobe, thes* Arrow
shirts are beautifully tailored in fine broadcloth and come in several
colors.
Both the soft widespread "Sussex" collar and the non-wilt "Kent'J.
short point collar are particular favorites of college men.
See them soon at your favorite Arrow store!

ARROW
.

m

SHIRTS
UNDERWEAR

•

^

and

HANDKERCHIEFS

TIES
•

SPORTS SHIRTS
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LIGHTS GLARE ON FOOTBALL FIELD

Y
Some very fine pictures are
shown, following Vesper services
at the Clemson College YMCA.
The reels shown recently included March or Time, a color reel
of the erupting volcano in Mexico, sports and travel reels. Interesting speakers are presented.
Last Sunday, the Rev. Wannamaker Hardin spoke on "The
Christian Home"; Sunday, October 4, the Rev. Harold Cole will
speak. Reels will include "Cape
Breton Island", "It Can't Be
Done", News, "King Size Canary."
Students, veterans and their
wives, campus folk and visitors
are welcome. October 10, the
Rev. Emmet Gribbin, rector of
the Clemson Episcopal Church,
will speak; October 17, a delegation of students from the University of South Carolina will
present programs; there will be
no vesper services on October 24.
The swimming pool at the
YMCA is heated and open daily.
Special arrangements can be
made for veterans and their
wives and campus groups. It is
open for campus boys on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday from 2:30
to 3:30; and on Saturday morning from 11:00 to 12:30.
The Y cabin is available for use
of students and community
groups. Please sign up for this
in advance to be sure of its use.
• Club rooms at the Y are available for student and faculty
groups and for veterans. You will
need to sign up for these rooms,
also, in advance.
The magazines in the Y lobbyare for your usO through the
courtesy of a number of friends
whose magazines are made available for you. Please read them
and leave them in the lobby. If
you have any extra magazines
that you have finished using, we
will be glad for you to bring
these to the Y.
P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr.

(L
Clemson, S. C.
SATURDAY, OCT. 2

'The Search'
With Montgomery Clift
MON, TUESDAY, OCT. 4-5

The Saxon
Charm"
Robert Montgomery, Susan
Heyward, John Payne
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 6

'Voice Of The
Turtle'
Ronald Reagan, Eleanor
Parker
THURSDAY, OCT. 7

'The Smugglers'
Michael Redgrave

SOME NEW ARTIFICIAL DAYLIGHT—Clemson's newly lighted Memorial Stadium was put on Public display for the first time last Saturday and lit up the countryside for miles about. The six poles
holding 24 lights each is considered one of the best lit fields in the South. The next night football
game in the new stadium will be this Saturday between Clemson and the N. C. State Wolfpack.

Electrified Home Qiub inventory Taken
the praise of being both compe(Continued From Page 5)
Builder Is Helping fraternities
tent arid willing. However, it is
and student govern-

HOT DOGS — HAMBURGERS
Open Until 1:00 A. M.

TIGER'S DSN

YOU

\
Gage

Are Invited ...
Yes, all Clemson men are welcome at Anderson's most modern and complete Record
Here you will find the records of

your choice, loose or in album form, popular,
Jazz, Classical, and the exclusive Long Playing
Columbia Record.

Cox

Gillespie

Here also you will find a wide
selection of HALLMARK
Greeting Cards.
Remember,
you send the finest when you
send a HALLMARK card.

JOHN B. LEE
■

"Anderson's Record Center"
ON THE SQUARE

ment organization delevop largely into honorary affairs. Any
concerted and worthwhile programs adopted by these groups
appear to be notably sporadic and
conceived for the benefit of some
group at the moment. Efforts to
enhance the college in its physical
and material aspects apparently
escape the thoughts of those who
direct the organizations which
could do things for Clemson not
attainable otherwise. True honor
never rests on its laurels. Quite
simply, Clemson's organizations
and clubs, pending change, are :
definitely dedicated,, if not in pur- I
pose by custom and usage, to the I
exaltation of the individual stu- !
dent member, leaving only a name i
for Clemson.
'
The matter of so little student
participation can be accounted,
to some extent, for by the utter
indifference of some students.
Extra-curricular activities have a
contribution to make that is invaluable for the able student and
the whole man. Sitting back and
letting others take the initiative
in leading seldom helps the-individual's advancement and welfare. Shirking participation of
this nature is to refrain from helping one's self and contributing, toward the welfare of others. Disagreement with and dislike of
present policies and the leadership directing them can be overcome best by pitching in where
activity prevails. The hour of
any crusade is NOW.
The faculty leadership deserves

possible that it offers too little
criticism where criticism is due
and too much encouragement
where encouragement is needed.
The faculty leadership could do
well to question itself as to
whether it discerns the most able
leadership among students and
seeks to bring such leadership into play, or does it accept or passively condone that leadership
which is truly aggressive, but
measures up only to the minimum requirements of the various
organizations to which it pledges
itself? If this condition does prevail, it is beyond the scope of
these thoughts to say whether it
arises from reluctance, timidity,
conviction, or past influences and
training on the part of the faculty
leadership.
(To be continued)

Mr. T. W. Bailey, research microscopist, Institute of Textile
Technology, Charlottesville, Virginia, spent Friday and Saturday
of last week visiting the Division
of Technical Service of The Cotton-Texiile Institute, the textile
school, and former friends in the
School of Agriculture and the
dairy department.
Mr. Bailey
graduated in the Class of 1926,
majoring in Dairying.
Following his graduation, he
was employed by the South Carolina Experiment Station, and in
1929 went into cotton research
work with the United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. From 1942 to 19.46
Mr. Bailey was with the Southern
Regional Research Laboratory of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture in New Orleans. In 1946 he
accepted his present position with
the Institute of Textile Technology, and is widely known and
recognized for the excellent work
he has done as a microscopist.

bury, James Botts, John K.
Cheatham, A. B. Carwile, Jr.,
R. L. Calvert, Carwile McWhite,
R. A. King and M. P. Blantchet;
cost department, Clyde Simmons; preparation' department,
Tom Peden and Charles J.
Glen; card room. Dswitt Benson; superintendent, weave
room, T. D. Ferguson; overseer,
dye house, Wilson Webb; in
charge of laboratory, R. A. Link;
training director and assistant
personnel manager, A. B. Carwile, Sr.; personnel manager, T.
J. Reames; general manager,
Bob Edwards.
Correction

A mistake was made last week
concerning the increase of students registered in the School of
Textiles. According to preliminary reports given to Dr. Brown
from the registrar's office, 25 percent of all former students and
28 percent of all new students
registered for one of the courses
of study offered by the School
of Textiles. This semester 821
registered, for textiles, giving an
Companies Want Men
If there is any doubt in the increase of 111 over the 710 who
mind of any of the textile stu- registered for the 'past spring
dents as to their chance of getting semester.
a job when they finish at ClemOn September 24 the followson it can easily be removed by ing technicians completed the
noting the number of companies training course in cotton fiber
who send representatives here for testing offered by the Division
the purpose of hiring graduates. of Technical Service of the
Another method of reducing their cotton fiber testing offered by
anxiety is to take a look at the the Division of Technical Sernumber of Clemson men already vice of The Cotton-Textile Inemployed by some of the local stitute in cooperation with the
textile plants.
textile school at Clemson: Miss
As an example, the employMargie Fields, Bath Mills, Inc.,
ment sheet of Deering MilliBath, South Carolina; Miss
ken's plant .at Abbeville shows
Edith Pezzullo, Berkshire Fine
the following names of ClrmSpinning Associates, Warren,
JSOII graduates and the capacity
Rhode Island; Miss Genevieve
in which they are employed:
Dunbar, Berkshire Fine Spinplanning department, Ben Barnning Associates, Warren, Rhode
well, P. XV. Beihea, Billy QuarIsland; Mr. Jack Henderson,
les and Bill Gilmore; industrial
Pepperell Manufacturing Com""<r;^eerijie; department, Philpany, Lindale, Georgia; Mr.
lip Rosenberg, George DusenBarney Yates, Newberry Tex-

tile Mills, Newberry, South
Carolina; and Mrs. May belle
Yates, Newberry Textile Mills,
Newberry, South Carolina.
Dr. Hugh M. Brown; dean of
the School of Textiles, will leave
Friday morning to attend the National Council of Textile School
Deans to be held October 1, 2, and
3, at Asheville, North Carolina.
One of our good "Texskin"
classmates has met face to face
with bad luck. Lucien (Little
with bad luck. Lucien (Little
Man) Eubanks, textile manufacturing senior from Graniteville,
is in the hospital at Anderson
where he recently underwent an
appendectomy. We hope he will
be back in school soon.
In a letter to Dr. Brown, Mr.
John Caughman of the Spartan
Mills extended an invitation
to the faculty and students of
the School of Textiles to visit
their plant at Spartanburg,
South Carolina on September
29. On this date the Spartan
Mills are putting on an open
house program for the public.
The instance being the formal
opening of the new production
offices and industrial relation
office and clinic. However, the
primary purpose is to acquaint
the public with improved working conditions in Southern textile mills, and of course to en-

deavor to establish a goodneighbor situation.
Dr. Brown has arranged for all
senior and junior afternoon classes
in the School of Textiles to accept this invitation to visit the
Spartan Mills Wednesday.
An experiment is underway in
the School of Textile to determine which is the best material
for bed sheets, cotton or spun
rayon—or a combination of the
two. A comparative test will be
made of sheets with 100 percent
cotton, 100 percent spun rayon,
and 50 percent cotton and. 50
percent spun rayon. The project
is under the supervision of
Thomas A. Campbell, Jr., associate professor of textiles. ' Professor Campbell is personally directing the carding and spinning
of the materials, while the warp
preparation and weaving is under
the supervision of Professor John
V. Welters.
These tests are being made
for. the Bureau of Home Nutrition and Home Economics,
who want to know the possibilities of using spun rayon for
bed sheets. Now, for those who
don't know, spun rayon is very
similar to cotton in appearance,
and is not the bright, shiny material you see made into—uh—
tablecloths.

Students at Clemson Look

SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

I smoked CHESTERFIELDS
off stage while making my new
picture, THE LOVES OF CAI
There's no finer smoke. I know..
It's MY cigarette."

PLATTER
CHATTER

Gppo -itc Tost Office

Ste $•

Center.

Dairy Grad, Now In Textiles, Visits Here
BOB RICE

One of the major factors in the
fast pace being set in home building throughout the country is the
electrified carpenter, according
to a report from the construction
industry.
It is pointed out that the carpenter of this automatic age, for
instance, seldom pushes and
pulls, and sweats, with the oldtime hand saw. Instead, he guides
a speedy motor-driven number to
cut his lumber or insulating and
building board. And for mascnry
and metals he has special blades
Among his most prized aids ir
an "electric lock mortiser that reduces mortising time by as muer
as 80 per cent—it eliminates the
time-consuming measurement oi
the cut to be made at each door
There are also electric drills and
hand-model electric sanders fo.
trim and millwork, as well as th<
floor model".
The new tube actually is abou'
the size of a half-inch length o'
pencil lead. Unlike the conventional electronic tube, it requires
no anode, catiiode, grid, glass
bulb or vacuum—or warming-up
r
ime.
Serving oiher technicians in
home building are electric pipe
cutters and threaders, described
as speeding up construction enormously; electric paint sprayers,
motorized wheelbarrows, newtype concrete mixers, lactorymade forms for concrete work,
and power shovels so improved
that they can be used on the
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By Dave Spiner

STARRING IN

OFF THE SHOULDER
Saffron-haired Peggy Lee opens
her own Thursday eve program
September 30 for Chesterfield.
Dave Barbour, guitarist turned
spouse will again be her accomplice. Their recent disc, "A Shade
On the Blue Side," is a good example of Peggy's satin-slick style
of singing—as casual as a dropped
shoulder strap.
GHOST MAKES DEBUT
Cameras are rolling on Columbia's new musical, "Make Eelieve Ballroom." The plot will
be kept to a minimum, with
music predominating, which, in
view of the recent movies unloaded on the public, could only be an
improvement. Kay Starr, exvoiee-ghost-er for the films will
make a break for freedom by
playing one of the leading roles
opposite Frankie Laine. Jimmy
Borsey's and Freddy Martin's
orchestras have been recruited to
insure proper atmosphers.
ON THE MOVE
June Christy is having her bias
Slips rebiocked in -preparation for
he b:g concert with Stan Kenton
October 3 at the Kiel Opera House
in St. Louis. The band lias been
■playing one-nighters throughout
the east.
'
DAY DIVORCEE
Doris Day, impish vocalist, and
George Weidler, Kenton saxiphonist, have split. La Belle Day
is dropping all excess baggage
that could inhibit her rise to fame.
Her popular
records,
"Love
Somebody" and "Confess" were
wisely waxed with Buddy Clark,
an established crooner. The arrangements and lyrics were twisted in every conceivable manner.
Without this frosting, how else
Hid sn monotonous a tune as
"Love Somebody" (Yes, I do!),
iuictiy kindergarden material,
.;ave succeedc

THE LOVES OF CARMEN

FAST UNLOADER FOK SHIPS
A new electric self-unloading
system recently announced for
ships step up teh speed of unloading from 1,800 to 2,200 tons
an hour.
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